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INFORMATION
December 2, 1974
MEMORANDUM FOR :

MR. SMYSER

FROM:

JOHN A. FROEBE, JR2_YrV

SUBJECT:

Proposed Thank You Notes to Embassies
Tokyo and Seoul

Dan O'Donohue, after checking with Ambassador Habib, has suggested
a thank you note to Sneider and the Embassy for their hard work in
preparing for the visit. I told him I did not know what you had in mind
but that I would raise it with you. Obviously, if we send one to Seoul,
we should also send one to Tokyo. I agree with Dan tbat this would
be a nice touch -- despite your problems with Erickson and Shoe smith
on the preadvance.
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National Security Decision Memorandum

January 9, 1975

282

TO:

The Secretary of Defense
The Deputy Secretary of State

SUBJECT:

Korean Force Modernization Plan

The President bas reviewed the response to NSSM 211, together with
the departmental and agency views thereon, and has decided the
following:
--The United States will complete its obligation to the Republic of
Korea Force Modernization Plan at an early date, in order to
demonstrate the United States comm.itment to the security of the
Republic of Korea.
:__ The shift from grant military assistance to FMS credits should be
accelerated to the rate defined in Option 2 in the NSSM response.

-- No tcr::1inaticn date should be set for grant military assistance
to tb.e Republic of Korea. The downward trend in grant military
assistance defined in Option 2 should be continued beyond FY 77,
but should look toward the maintenance of a modest investment
and training program with an annual ceiling of $10 million.
-- The F-4D squadron now on bailment to the Republic of Korea
should be transferred to the Republic of Korea by sale. The
Republic of Korea should be asked to pay the $3. 3 million cost
for ~ehabilitating the two F-5A squadrons being returned to
South Korea under the Enhance Plus Agreement, but this should
not be a condition for the sale of the F-4D squadron if the Republic
of Korea raises serious and persistent objections •

•

-- The review of the North Korean threat and the Republic of Korea
air defense requirement contemplated by NSDM 227 should be
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forwarded with recommendations to the President no later than
March 3, 1975.

I

;f-.
Henry A. Kissinger

cc: The Director of Central Intelligence
Director, Office of Management a~d Budget
The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
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MEMORANDUM
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ACTION
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December 20, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR:

SECRETARY KISSINGER

FROM:

RICHARDT. KE-NNEDY
W.R.SMY~

SUBJECT:

PS'(..{{G~

Future U.S. Military Assistance
to South Korea

At Tab II is the EA/IG response to NSSM 211, which requested a review
of the future of our military assistance to South Korea. Specifically,
the NSSM request asked whether the rate of shift from grant MAP to
FMS credits should be accelerated, whether a termination date should
be set for grant MAP, and whether additional high-performance aircraft should be transferred to the Republic of Korea (ROK).
Policy Background
The EA/IG paper analyzes the import of the follow-ing factors for future
U.S. military assistance to the ROK:
-- North Korean Intentions and the Military Balance on the Peninsula.
The paper holds that Pyongyang, like Seoul, perceives no advantage in
initiating major hostilities at present. Pyongyang has not disavowed its
goal of controlling the Korean Peninsula, but would make a major military move probably only if South Korean internal stability ·broke down.
However, a high level of tension between the two Koreas remains after
three years of political talks --which both sides now view mainly as a
channel of communication rather than a forum to resolve their differences.
The paper asserts that great power interest in detente has been the
principal factor in reducing the chances of a new major military conflict
on the Peninsula •
.
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The paper says that Pyongyang, like Moscow and Peking, would not
interpret adjustments in the form of U.S. ·military assistance to South
Korea in the present context as a sign that U.S. support for South Korea
was weakening, as long as the basic elements of the U.S.- ROK security

.

.
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Comment: The paper gives a somewhat overly sanguine view of the
continuing North Korean disposition. We doubt that North Korea perceives no major advantage in initiating major hostilities. We think
that Pyongyang is restrained not by. a lack of perceived advantage, but
rather by the PRC and Soviet Union, by the U.S. defense commitment
backed by U.S. forces in South Korea, and by an increasingly credible
South Korean military deterrent.
--South Korea's Interest in Continued U.S. Military Assistance.
The EA/IG paper holds that South Korea will accept substantial adjustments in U.S. military assistance -- so long as our defense commitment and troop presence remain essentially intact. More· specifically,
the paper asserts that the ROK expects, and is fully prepared, to accept
further reductions in grant MAP as long as the U.S. increases FMS
credits. The paper notes that, at the same time, the ROK is exploring
the possibilities of third-country procurement. Last, the paper concludes that the ROK is economically quite capable of assuming a much _
larger defense burden.
Comment: While we do not differ essentially with. the EA/IG paper on
these points, we believe the- paper underestimates hew much South
Korea may try to reduce its dependence on us if we reduce U.S. military
assistance. This has probably been the most important factor in t}l_e new
ROK interest in third-country procurement., in establishing an in-country
defense industry, and in developing nuclear weapons by 1980. In
addition, reduced ROK dependence on us, like reduced North Korean
dependence OJ:l its suppliers, i?.:c:reases_ its f_reedom of action in the
North-South. confrontation, although this is partially offset by the con~ .
straints of detente.
~-- Status of the. ROK Force Modernization Plan. The modernization
plan, t-o which we committed $1.5 billion in 1971 atthe time we withdrew the first of ·our two divisions from Korea, was to have been finished
in FY 75. By the end of FY 74, however, we were still $500 million
short, due tq budgetary limitations.
· - The ROK places considerable
store by our... rounding out, in some credible fas}lion, our contribution to
the modernization plan. The President in his recent meeting with
President Park reaffirmed our support for the plan, and said he hoped
its completion could be speeded up.
___ __ _ ~-- ....
The EA/IG paper notes that the ROK has indicated its willingness to
accept greatly expanded FMS credits -- $500 million in FY 75-77
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and its expectation that grant MAP will end with the completion of
the plan. The EA/IG paper fails to mention that the ROK at the same
time has requested $345 million in grant MAP for FY 75-77; the paper
ignores the likelihood that the ROK passively accepts as inevitable the
prospect of greatly reduced grant MAP and its possible early termination.
Distaste in Congress for Park's handling of his domestic political
situation did not in the end reduce our military assistance to South Korea
by as much as earlier seemed likely. For FY 75, Congress has
authorized a total of $145 million, plus another $20 million if the President
certifies that Park is making sub&antial progress on human rights.
Congress has left to the President's decision how this total is to be
divided between grant 1-iA.P and F:Nf.S credits. This figure compares
favorably with the FY 74 appropriation of $100 million grant MAP and
$57 million FMS credit. For FY 76, we are requesting $75 million in
grant MAP and $100 million in FMS credit.
The ROK last spring expanded its requests for U.S. military equipment
by asking for the following: (1) the transfer of the F-4D squadron now
on a bailment to the ROK under the Enhance Plus Agreement, plus one
additional F -4E squadron (these would be added to the one F -4D squadron already owned outright by the ROK to give it a wing of F-4s); (2) a
minimum of three F -5E squadrons either through purchase or coproduction (in addition to the four F-5E squadrons already planned); and
(3) a follow-on light-weight fighter such as the YF-16 or YF-17.
Policy Options
A. Rate of Shift from Grant MAP to FMS Credit. The EA/IG paper
casts its four options in terms of proposed levels only through FY 77,
the year by which the paper recommends that we complete our obligation to" the modernization plan. The totals of grant MAP and FMS
credits under all four options would fill out the remaining $500 million
in our obligation.
FY 76
FY 77
Grant
FMS
Grant
FMS
Option
Option
Option
Option

1
2
3
4

147
75
50
10

65
100
125
175

96
50
25
10

90
150
175
250

--
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Options 1 and 4 border on the unfeasible . Option 1 would ask for a level
of grant MAP and Option 4 would ask for a level of FMS credit which
would almost certainly not be seriously considered by Congress. (Option 1
embodies existing Presidential guidance.) In addition, Option 4 would
assume that the 27 F-SEs which have been programrn.ed at:~.d have been
partially funded in FY 75 would become a ROK funding responsibility,
which the ROK would view as a reversal of our comrn.itment on this
major item. A further disadvantage to Option 4 is that the ROK would
assume the burden of supply costs, which can run 10-20 percent of total
gTa.D.t. MAP a:n.d which we have assumed so far~
Option 2 reflects the level which Congress has authorized for FY 75 and
which we are requesting for FY 76.
1. Departmental Views. State supports Option 2, while Defense
wants Option 3. State stresses the political importance of an Executive
Branch request for a higher level of grant MAP. Defense emphasizes
Congressional constraints and the reputed ROK desire for increased
FMS credits.
2.
Our View.
We support Option 2. We agree with State's
emphasis on th.e political importance of an Executive Branch request
for this level of grant MAP in the present Korean context. We also believe that this combination of grant MAP and FMS credits is a figure
that would be taken seriously by Congress, would not conflict with our
Congressional tactics on the level of FMS credit we are requesting, and
takes cognizance of the ROK economic ability to assume a larger share
of the defense burden. Option 2 also reflects the level that Congress
has authorized for FY 75 and that we are requesting for FY 76.
B.

A Possible Termination Date for Grant MAP.

Option 1: After FY 77, continue a low level of grant MAP for minor
investment programs.
-- Would provide political assurance to the ROK and preserve
some U.S. lever on ROK military affairs. On the other hand, might
well be resisted on the Hill.
Option 2: After FY 77. terminate grant MAP except for a level of
training on the order of $1 million.
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--Would afford continued U.S. influence in ROK military
affairs, but would not be as politically reassuring to the ROK.
1. Departmental Views. Defense wants Option 1. State also
supports Option 1, but with. a difference: if Congress does not approve
a level of grant MAP and FMS credit for the ROK sufficient to complete
our contribution to the modernization plan by FY 77, State would have
us continue to request both of these in subsequent years until the plan
were completed. State would terminate grant MAP, except for training
(at about $2 million a year), after the plan is finished. OMB would
make no decision on the termination of grant MAP until after Congress
completes action on the FY 76 bill.
2. Our Views. We favor Option 1. We believe that, at least at
this point, the United States should plan to continue a low profile of
grant MAP after FY 77. We would suggest about $25 million in FY 78,
tapering off to $5-10 million thereafter. To make a decision now to
terminate grant MAP would needles sly ~ sk giving the wrong signal
to Pyongyang and would not
support confidence in Seoul. The paper
misleads when it states that the ROK "already accepts" the nction that
grant MAP will terminate immediately upon. the end of the Modernization
Plan in FY 77; the ROK has only 11 resigned itself to" this possibility.
G. Additional High-Performance Aircraft for the ROK. At this
point, the only real question is whether to transfer to the ROK the
F-4D squadron which has been bailed to the ROK under the Enhance
Plus Agreement since late 1972. The question of other high-performance
aircraft --the ROK's other requests for a squadron of F-4E aircraft,
additional F-SE aircraft, and possible YF-17 or YF-18 light-weight
freighters -- is the subject of a basic reassessment of \~~tNorth
Korean air threat and consequent ROK air defense needs]is now being
done by Defense. T~e provision of these additional aircraft would
move the ROK substantially toward air defense self-sufficiency, and
thus w.ould raise the question of the withdrawal of at least part of our
own F-4 wing in South Korea. It would also require a detailed reassessment of the North-South air force balance in order not to risk stimulating
another round in the arms competition between the two Koreas.
As regards the F-40 bailed squadron. a State memorandur.n attaching
a draft cable instruction (Tab III) indicates general agreement in the
bureaucracy to sell this squac':!"on to the ROK. As you may recall, a
second F-4 squadron was contained
the origina-l Five-Year Modernization
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Plan drawn up in 1971, but was removed from last year's revision of that
plan because no F -4 squadron was available for transfer to the ROK.
Our own Air Force at that time, and indeed until very recently, was
adamantly opposed to transferring the bailed squadron to the ROK.
We do not believe that this addition.to the ROK Air Force's capability
would risk an intensification of the arms competition on the Peninsula,
even though the bailed squadron has in effect been in the ROK inventory
for two years. State and Defense have agreed to put a price tag of $43
million on the F -4D squadron.
DOD, however, wants to attach a condition to the sale: that the ROK
be asked to pay the $3. 3. million cost for rehabilitating the two F-SA
squadrons being returned to South Korea from South Vietnam under the
Enhance Plus Agreement. DOD rationalizes that, although the rehab
cost is our obligation under the Enhance Plus Agreement, the Agreement
also provided that the F-4D bailed squadron be returned to the U.S. Air
Force when the two F-5A squadrons were returned to South Korea. DOD
argues that our flexibility on th, F-4D bailed squadron should therefore
be matched by ROK flexibility on the rehab cost. DOD's real motive,
however, is to try to pick up another $3. 3 million for its sorely-pressed
Vietnam budget.

Our View. As regards the substantive issue of whether to transfer the
bailed F-4 squadron, we support the transfer, as indicated above. As
to the tactical issue of whether to attach the condition proposed by Defense,
we have no objection to doing so, but agree with State that we should not
press the matter to a breaking point with the ROK if it resists strenuously -which it is likely to do.

At Tab I is a draft memorandum from you to the President embodying
the above discussion and recommendations and attaching a draft NSDM.
RECOMMENDATION:
That you sign the draft memorandum to the President at Tab I.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE-FRESIDENT

FROM:

HENRY A. KISSINGER

SUBJECT:

Future U.S. Military Assistance
to South Korea

As part of the preparations for your recent visit to South Korea, the
departments completed a policy study on future U.S. military assistance
to the Republic of Korea (ROK). The specific is sues they took up in
this study included (1) '\vhether the rate of shift from grant military
assistance (l\.1AP) to FMS credit should be accelerated, (2) whether
a termination date should be set no'\v, and (3) whether additional highperformance aircraft should be transferred to the Republic of Korea.
During your meeting with President Park, you discussed our military
assistanc'e i~~ general terms. You reaffirmed U.S. support for the
Five- Year·ROK Force Modernization Plan, e~:nd 'said that we hoped to
speed up completion of our assistance to that plan. You also assured
Park that we had no intention to withdraw U.S. forces from South
Korea.
We now need your guidance on the specific issues listed above. The
inter-departmental paper presents the following options on these issues:
A. Rate of Shift from Grant MAP to FMS Credit. The Modernization
Plan, to which we committed $1. 5 billion in 1971 at the time we withdrew
the first of our two divisions from Korea, was to have been finished in
FY 75. By the end of FY 74, however, we were still $500 million
short due to budget limitations. The ROK places considerable store
by our rounding out, in some credible fashion, our contribution to the
Modernization Plan. From the beginning, we have made clear that we
would fulfill our obligation through a combination of grant MAP, FMS
credit, and excess defense articles. In the last year or so, we have
begun shifting to larger amounts of FMS credit, both because of tightening
Congressional constraints on grant MAP and because the ROK has been
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able to pick up more of the burden. On the other hand, we do not
want to shift too rapidly. We do not want to give t};le wrong signal
to Pyongyang and its allies or to undercut confidedce in Seoul.
Distaste in Congress for Park's handling of his domestic political
situation did not in the end reduce our military assistance to South
Korea by as much as earlier seemed likely. For FY 75, Congress
has authorized a total of $145 million, plus another $20 million if
you certify that Park is making substantial progress on human rights.
Congress has left to your decision how this total is to be divided
between grant MAP and FMS credits. This figure compares favorably
with the FY 74 appropriation of $100 million grant MAP and $57 million
FMS credit. For FY 76, we are requesting $75 million in grant MAP
and $1~0 million in FMS credit.
FY 76
Grant

147

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

FMS

75

f

,I

FY 77
Grant
FMS

65

96

100

50

90

I

11:\0

OPTION 3

50

125

25

175

OPTION 4

10

175

10

250

.Departmental Views. State supports Option 2 while Defense wants
Option 3. State stresses the political importance of an Executive
Branch request for a higher level of grant MAP. Defense emphasizes
Congressional constraints and the reputed ROK desire for increased
FMS credits.

My View. The real choice is between Options 2 and 3. Option 1 and
Option 4 would not likely be considered seriously by Congress. I support
Option 2. I believe it important in light of the pre sent political and
strategic situation on the Korean Peninsula that the Executive Branch show
continuing solid support for ROK needs. Moreover, I believe that
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this combination of grant MAP and.FMS credits is a figure that would
have a chance with Congress and refirls Korean ability to assume a
growing share of the defense burden. Option 2 also reflects the level
that Congress has authorized for FY 75 and that we are requesting for
FY 76.
B. A Possible Termination Date for Grant MAP. The Presidential
guidance of mid-1973 did not give a termination date for grant MAP.
The inter-departmental paper presents two options:
Option 1: After FY 77 ~ · continue a low level of grant MAP for
minor investment programs.
Ontion 2: After FY 77, terminate grant MAP except for a level
of training assistance at about $1 million annually.
De2art:ner::t:ll Vie,,vs. Defense wants Option 1. State also supports
Option 1, but •vith a difference: if Congress does not support enough
grant MAP and FMS credit to complete our contribution to the Modernization Plan by FY 77, State would have us request both of these in
subsequent years until the Plan were completed. State would terminate
grant MAP, except for training (at about $2 ·million a year), after the
Plan is finished. OMB would make no decision on terminating grant
lvfAP until after Congress completes action on the FY 76 bill.

Mv View. I favor Option 1. At this point, we do not want to indicate
a termination of grant MAP. In terms of military and budgetary
planning, it is not necessary that we do so now, since either Option 2
or 3 on the rate of shift from grant MAP to FMS credits indicates the
downward trend in grant MAP. Projecting beyond FY 77, if you choose
Option 2 on the rate of shift from grant MAP to FMS credits~ I recommend that we then think in terms of about $25 million in grant MAP for
FY 78, and thereafter taper off to a level of not more than $10 million
annually.
C. Additional High-Performance Aircraft for the ROK. At this point
the only real question is whether to transfer to the ROK the one F-4D
squadron which has been bailed to the ROK under the Enhance Plus
Agreement since late 1972. Before we consider other ROK requests
for additional high-performance aircraft, we want to look at a basic
reasses::>ment of the North Korean threat and of ROK air defense needs.
Defense is now completing this study.
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As regards the F-4D bailed squadron 7 State and Defense agree that
we should transfer this squadron to the ROK by sale. The ROK
already owns one F-4 squadron outright. The transfer of this second
F-4 squadron to ROK ownership at this time should not stimulate arms
competition on the Korean Peninsula; since this stlcond squadron has
in reality been in the ROK Air Force inventory for two years already
although it remained our property.
Defense wants to attach a condition to the sale of this F-4D squadron:
that the ROK be asked to pay the $3. 3 million cost for rehabilitating
the two F-SA squadrons being returned to South Korea from South
Vietnam \..mder the Enhance Plus Agreement. Defense wants to use
the $3. 3 million for its sorely-pres sed Vietnam budget. I think we can
ask the ROK to pick up this $3.3 r... ~~lion (on top of the $43 million
price tag we have put on the bailed sqt:tadron itself) 7 but believe we
should not press the ROK to pay this additional cost if it raises serious
objections.
At Tab A is a draft NSDM which embodies my recommendations above.
RECOMMENDATION:
That you approve my signing, in your name, the draft NSDM at Tab A.
Approve
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. NSSM 211
Security Assistance to the Republic of Korea
I. Introduction
This paper responds to the President's request for
a study of tne u.s. Security Assistance Program for the
Republic of Korea (NSSM 211). Tne response outlines
u.s. interests ar.d policies in Korea and discusses
how the Secur~ty Assistance Program complements them.
As directed, the study assumes that there w~ll be no
significant changes in the level or mission o~ United
States forces in the ROK.
In accordance with t~e President's request, the
study addresses the following spec~fic issues:
- Should the rate of shift from grant military
assistance to FMS credits, defined in NSDM
227, be accelerated and, if so, what should
the ne\v rate be?
- Should a termination date be set ror grant
military assistance and if so, what should
that date be·t
- What types and n~~ers of high performance
aircraft should be ~ncluded in the Korean
Force Modernization Program?
- What modirications, if any, should be made
in the five-year Modernization Program for
the Repuolic of Korea prescrioed in NSDM
J.29?

II.

u.~.

Interests,

u.s.

Po~ic~es,

ana Policy Situation

A. U.S. Interests
The primary u.s. interest in Korea l~es in preventing major hostil~ties between North and South. Such
nostil~ties coula reverse present des~rable trends towara u~s. disen0"agement, run the risk of major escala-

-2tion, and have an important impact on the situat~on in
Nortneast Asia, particularly in Japan. u.s. interest
in further reduction of ~ensions in Korea sterns also
from our inter.est in det·?.nte w~ th the ~oviet Union and
the PJ:{C.
For Seoul, the bas~c underpinnings of i~s relations with the u.s. rest on the Eutual Security Treaty
ana an American troop presence.
So Long as these remain essentialLy intact, ~outh Korea is prepared to
accep~ substant~al modifications ana adjustrr.ents in
u.s. military assistance. The ROK has already demonstra~ed a capac~ty to adjust to such cnanges by co~
mitting itself to greater self reliance in the equ~p
rnent field and has ~nitiated Longer-range planning to
adjust to a more substantiaL u.s. disengagement.
Like SeouL, Pyongyang, Moscow, and Peking will not
perceive adJustments ~n the form of .A..r."'!lerican assistance
as signaLing a weakening of fundamental u.s. support
for Soutn Korea·s security as Long as the oas~c elements
in the relationsnip remain ~ntact. Pyongyang has for
some t~ne tocasea its criticism on the u.s. troop presence as the principal obstacle to ach~eving its goals
on the peninsula and is not Likely to be encouraged
by anythLng less than s~gnificant u.s. d~sengagement.
Peking has indicated a will~ngness to ~olerate tne U.S.
troop presence as a means of preserv~ng stability on
the peninsula; ~t is not likely to interpret changes
in rnil~tary assistance mix as undercutting the U.S.
commitment to ROK security. Although much more circumspec~ in reveal~ng its views, Moscow too \'Tould
d~fferentiate between such adjustments ana a fundamental change in u.s. support. The wiilingness of
both ~o provide North Korea with military assis~ance
\'lill .oe conditioned largely by their rivalry with each
other and is unlikely to be influenced by changes in
the way US military assistance ~s funded as long as
levels are not perce~ved to be s~gnificantly ~ncreased.
B. U.S. Poiicies
In our efforts to ma~ntain ~tability ~n Korea anu
to ~prove the ROK deiensive capability tne U.S. has
rnaintainea three bas~c policies. F~rst, tne United
Scates has stoutly maintained its Hutual Deiense Treaty
.)'
··.;>
/~
!
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-3commitment to the KOK ~n the event of an attack from
~he North.
becond, the United States has kept forces
in Korea as a aeterrent ~o attack and more recently
as a symbol of U.b. suppc=t of the ROK.
~n aadition,
the United States has maintained light infantry forces
else'\·mere in Northeast .l>.sia and in the united States
~tself Khich are intended pr~marily for deployment as
necessary in Asia. Tnird, tne United States has supported a najor security assistance prograa which nas
been instrur.,ental in building ROK forces to the po~nt
that they are now capable of defending against a North
Ko~ean at~ack witn only limited u.s. air and na~al
combat support.
C. The Policy Situation
Al thot!g~ +.:ne f:..:.:1C.a.-::ental U.S. ccr--.rsi tment to the
security of the ~OK has not changed since the end of
the Korean War, the ~evel of u.~. deployments and the
nature of the security assistance program have changed
during that time.
ln the past t'\•lo years grant assistance allocated to Korea has not reached planned levels.
The ROK now expects further reductions in grant a~d:
continued reduct~ons shoula have little effect as long
as the u.s. cont~nues to provide aC.ditional F!,:s credit
and there are no expectat~ons of significant reductions
~n u.s. dep~oyments •
.Prime Minister Kim has already told the Uat~onal
Assembly that the ROKG expects an end to grant assistance ~n the next ~-3 years.
~·urther,

as the ROKG uses its own :runds in m~.1~
tary procurement, it is look~ng at possible third
country procurement :ror some ma)or items. ~art of
this may be a desire on the part of the KOKG to lessen
its dependence on u.s. sources. However, in the ma~n,
it is a reflection of the fact that in the mid-seventies
the. _ROKG will provide most of its o'l.'m defense costs
and will wish to make its own decisions •
. . Recent developments in Northeast 1-.sia will have
a major impact on future u.s. policies in the area.
The mast important political aspect has been our judgment that the Soviets and the Chinese share our desire
<
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-4to prevent North-South hostilities and seek to lessen
tne risks of their involvement in future con~licts on
tne peninsula. Thus, we m'1St \vork vri th both the PRC
and tne USSR toward easing tensions in Korea, hoping
that the t\vo Koreas can reach an accommodation that
will turn their military confrontation into peaceful
competition.*
The North-South relationship remains acrimonious
after three years of periodic, unproductive dialogue.
Mi~itary inc~dents occasionally occur, and each side
uses the threat of war to help ~otivate and control
its people. Yet neither side perceives any advantage
in initiating major hostilities at present. Both are
concentrating their energies on economic development
while maintaini_ng a strong military posture. The
South nas no aggressive designs en the ~7orth. And,
while Pyongyang has not disavowed its goal of controlling. the peninsula, it probab~y \•lOuld act only in
the event of a breakdown ~n South Korean internal
stability. Despite the current impasse in their dialogue, both \·Jant to keep the channel of cornmun.ication
open as a safety valve and for future contingencies.

,,
!
i

Given the great power efforts at detente, the
possibilities of major military conflict have been
reduced. North Korea's military strategy remains
primarily defensive although its military buildup over
the past several years has given the armed forces a
significant offensive capability. North Korean strategy
appears designed to maintain a military balance in the
peninsula while providing flexibility to choose from
a wide range of offensive as '\vell as defensive options.
We are confident that ~outh Korea can now successfully
defend against a North Korean attack with only limited
U.S. air and naval combat support. ~1oreover, both
North and South Korea would require extensive logistical support from the~r respective allies ~f they were

I

!"

*In this regard, one possible approach meriting
further study would be the pursuit of agreed restraints among the major pov;ers in our respective
arms transfers to the peninsula.

-
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to continue a conflict oeyond a fetv weeks.
Internal political factors in South Korea must
also be considered ~n the eveloprnent of u.s. polic~es.
Park Cnong-hui is now in his rourteenth year as the
President of Korea and the opposition to h~s leadership has increased significantly in the past several
years.
His recent attempts to stifle oppos~tion have
oeen tecporarily successful but may have served to
un~fy and strengthen the opposition.
An eco~omic decl~e could a.Lso result ~n the grmvth of dissatisfaction with the ~a~k regime . Further, Park 's internal policies have (lamaged the ROK's international
image, particular~y among church groups and the meaia.
This has had a clear impact on u.s. Congressional attitudes, t-lhich might well afrect the future levels of
Korean !·:AP •
The ROK has made great strides in its economic
capability. For the past several years, GNP has grown
at an annual rate of about 11%. Nonetneless, along
with most countries, South Korea is now beginning to
suffer from econom~c dislocations. Although there
has been a sharp decline in the second half of 1974,
the ROK is expected to acnieve real growth of approximately B-9% for the entire year. ROK planners, anticipating the decline in GNP growth rate, have made adjustcents to maintain a h~gh level or military expenditure which snould perrn~t a continuation of tne trend
away from grant aid.
The five year (.!!'Y 71-75) MOD Plan, was formulated
and announced in conjunction with the withdrawal or
one u.s. combat division from Korea. NSDH .1.29 authorized a program of $25U million in EDA and $1.25 billion
maximum in new obligational authority (NOA), this amount
to be reduced to the maximum extent possible · through
Flv"lS Credit and Cash sales, provision or additional EDA,
and other "no cost" u.s. equipment transfers. As of
end FY 74, there was a shortfall of approximately ~110
million in EDA ana $500 mill~on NOA (including supply
operations and training) remained untunded. Achievement of the EDA goal is not considered critical since
pric~n~ of EDA is arbitrary and the ROKs have not averted
to this aspect of the l-~Ou Plan. However, ·s uff~cient
NOA to ful:ill the MOD Plan commitments has not been
made available and the program has been extended.

--

-6-

The .HOD Plan \'las revie\'led in 1973 by the Undersecretaries Committee and the following reconnendations
and adaitional directions here approved in NSDH "227:
(1) the United States should
strive to complete the HOD Plan but
aid and requests to Congress should
ously reduced nor should assistance
rap1.dly to FHS t.:redit.*

continue to
plannl.ng for grant
not be precipitbe sw1.tched

(2) The emphasis in modernizing ROK forces
should be shifted to air defense to assist in moving
the ~OK toward co~~at self-sufficiency against the
North.

(3) Betore high performance aircraft neyond
replacement aircraft in the original modernization
plan are funded, a complete review of the threat and
air defense requ1.re~ents should be unaertaken and
recommendations submitted to the President.
In FY 74 the ROK unhesitant~y accepted the u.s.
offer of nearly $57 mi~lion in FNS Credit, more than
twice the amount that had been planned. The ROK has
indicated that it would like even higher levels or
F1-1S Credit, and at the September 1974 Security Consultative Heeting the Korean delegation outlined a
program for $500 million in credit over the period
FY75-77. Indeed, the ROK has indicated that it:
ll) does not expect continued high levels of grant
aid~ (2) does not expect the U.S. to continue to provide grant aid once the ~!OD P ~an is completed: and
l3) is concerned about the availability of high levels
of F.f.iS Credit in the future.
In addition to their request for higner levels
of FMS Credl.t, the ROK has been maki~g efforts to

•NSDM 227 approved an option which was cons1.dered
and rejected by the Undersecretaries Co~mittee. The
rejected option reco~mended that the funding of the
MOD Plan be stretched out through FY 77 with a steep
increase in FHS Credit as a substitute for grant aiC..
· SECRfi'f'
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-7significantly improve its air force. t~ile it is
not clear what the eventual ROK plan will be, they
have asked to purchase the F-4D squadron no\'1 on loan
to them and they \·lish to take additional steps to increase the nurober of aircraft in their inventory.
At one point, the ROKG wished to purchase 57
1''-4E aircraft. However, in September, the ROKG indicated its readiness to embark on a program involving the follm·Ting mix:
a. one F-4 wing {the already provided HAPfunded F-4D squadron; the bailed F-4D
squadron and orie F-4E S~uadron to be
purchased. )
b.

~n addition to 72 ~~P-furnished F-5E aircraft, a minimum of 3 squadrons (54 UE) of
F-SE to be purchased or co-produced.

c. An expressed ROKG preference for an eventual
follow-on light-weight f~ghter. The ROKG
decision on eventual long range modernization l-Tould be made after results of tne
USAF competitive test (YF-16 vs. YF-17) become available. Snould the USAF fail to
adopt either, the ROKG decision l'lould then
be made on other suitable us first line aircraft for incorporation into ROKAF structure
in the late 70's or early 1980·s.
III. Policy Issues and Options
A. Should the rate of shift from grant aid to
FM~ Credit be accelerated?
G~ven past funding shortfalls and the RO~G's increas~ng abi~ity to bear its own detense costs, we
would ~n any event have to adaress the question of an

accelereated shift from grant aid to FMS credit. In
view of present Congressional attitudes regarding
MAP, a review now is essential.
As of end FY74 ~500 million of the MOD Plan
remained unfunded. The ROK has been repeatedly and

SEC~ I

-apublicly reassured on numerous occ~sions by high ranking u.s. officials that tre ·u.s. intends to compLete
the ~:OD Plan. Accordingl~ the Administration has no
alternative but to continue to pursue the complet~on
of the MOD Plan. The ROKG has been informed that
completion of the NOD Plan will requ~re ~ greater use
of FNS (cash and credit) and the issue of concern 1s
the mix ot grant aid and FI·lS Credit which snould be
provided. Grant aid has not been realized as projected 1n the HOD Plan. For example, of $.G41.0 milLion grant aid planned for FY 1974, some $78 million
became available .
(Supply operations of $22 million
brought the total for Korea to $100 million.) The
overalL grant aid plan in FY 1975 is for $L80.0 million
($162 H grant and $18 l-1 st:.pply operations). 1\_lthough
the Foreign Aid bill has r t been approvec:., the Senate
and House Foreign Relations Ccr.~ittees have successively cut the ROK funds to $117 .5 and $lOu million .
t'.HS Credit Levels 't·lere address ea. only by the SFRC
whicn proposed Levels for t'Y 7 5-77 considerably below
the Administration projections ana further provided
for FHS termination after FY1977.
In sum, the clear abil1ty and wilLingness or the
ROK to provide significantly greater amounts of the
funds required for its defense expend1tures and the
u.s. inability to continue providing high levels of
grant aid make it nece~sary to consider new options
tor completing the MOD Plan. We recognize that whatever option is adopted may well be more than the Congress will accept. However, they are consonant with
our assurances to the ROKG while reflecting an appreciation of legislative realities.
Qption 1.

Continued Funding Plans in Accordance
. with NSDl·i 227.

This would invoLve a grant aid request for Korea
ror FY 1976 of $147 milLion and an FMS figure of $65
million. Each year our request for grant aid would
decrease by about $48 million. No termination date
would be set for grant aid. The following ilLustrative funding schedule depicts a continuation of NSDM
227 financing of the HOD Plan . It assurr.es no cuts
tQ.._ the requested runounts. Supply operations and
training costs are included.
gcRE'f
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FUNDING SCHEDULE
0Etion I
( $ Mil .Lions)

ILLU~TRATIVE

Grant Aid
FMS
Total
MOD

~lan

FY 7/

TOTAL

J.47

96

435

45

65

90

2o0

237

212

!86

635

Shorttall as of end FY 74

500

FY 75

FY 7b

192

Excess over

r-~OD

Plan

135

This option provides the aavantages of:
cons~stency

with a.TUounts requested in previous

years
supporting past Administration assurances that
the HOD Plan will be completed as soon as
possible.
conforming to the caution in NSD!·1 227 tnat
requests for grant aid not be precipitously
reduced.
Disadvantages of this option are:
Congress is l~kely to disapprove such high
levels of security assistance, particularly
grant ~mP tor Korea because of (!) an outstanding economic growth and very good financial credibility, (2) recent suppression of
human rights, and (3) the generally negative
Congressional attitude on ~1/I..P.
Does not recognize ability -- and willingness
-- of the ROKG to utilize large amounts of
FMS credit tor procurement of modernization
equipment.
~

'
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-10Option 2.

Plan on reduced levels of grant
levels of cred~t

~-----------a-n~d~i~n-c_r_e_a~ed

a~d

This option assumes a FY 75 grant aid total for
Korea of $100 m~llion and an Fr·!S Credit total of ~52
million. Each year our request for grant aid would
decrease by $25 million , \vhile our F!·!S request would
increase by ~50 million. The table below shows the
funding schedule for the period FY 75-77. Supply
operations and training costs are included.
ILLUSTRATIVE FUNDING SCHEDULE
O~tion

Grant Aid
FMS
TOTAL

2

($

M~llions)

FY 75

FY 76

100

75

!:lO

225

52

100

150

30l

J.52

175

200

!;)27

FY 77

MOD Plan Shortfall as of end FY 74
Excess Over MOD Plan

TO'!'AL

500
27

\

·'

The following advantages apply to this option:
It strikes a balance between decreasing grant
and increasing Fr1S levels.
The grant portion for FY 1975 corresponds to
the HFAC recommendation and refJ.ects a reasonable decrease for FY 1976.
It emphasizes to the ROK that we are still
earnestly trying to complete the NOD Plan
unaer the original concept at the least cost
to the ROK.
--.The signixicant reduction in Fx 76 from the
FY l9i5 request for g=ant }ffiP and greater
emphasis on t'r-1S credit might rece~ve greater
Congress1onal suppert.

;
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Disaavantages are:
There is no assura~ce we will get either the
grant or FHS level ~ requested.
Congress ~ay expect the total Admini stration
request to show a lm·ter level than allocated
in the previous year.
The
and

$75 mi~lion grant ~~P
million FMS cred1t in FY 197~.

SF~C reco~E.ended

$4~.45

Korea · s consistent econom1c gro\'lth ,record
militates against the requested levels, part1cularly tne grant portion .
Option 3.

Plan on grant aid levels b.elm·r Option
l , buJ.: \-lith 1ncreased levels of FilS Credit

In this option we would decrease grant aid by ~25
million for each of the next t\ATO years (from $75 milJ.ion
in FY 7::>), and FHS requests would be increased approximtely $50-$75 million a year (from $52 million in FY
75). Th1s provides $300 million in FMS Credit over the
next two years, or ~352 million by the end of FY77,
and our MOD Plan commitment to the ROKG will be fulfilled assuming $150 million in grant aid is provided.
The rollowing illustrat1ve funding schedule reflects the above. 1t assumes a cut in the FY 75 grant
aid and a partially oft-setting 1ncrease in FMS for
out years. Supply operations and training costs are
incJ.uded.
ILLUSTRATIVE FUNDING SCHEDULE
O,etion ~
($ Millions)
FY 75

I

FY 76

FY 1 ·1

Grant Aid

75

~0

25

150

FMS

52

125

•1 75

.:S52

127

175

200

502

TOTAL

I

•

TOTAL

MOD PJ.an

Shq~tfa11

as of end FY 74

Excess over HOD Plan

soo
2

•

"ft!t•'

tb

y•'tr

-l:l-

~
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For FY 76 and FY 77 it seems reasonable to expect
Congress to authorize progressively lower grant aid
levels than in FY 75. Ho\vt::.iler, we expect that Congress wili permit higher F: 5 levels as a trade-off
for the lm'ler levels of grant aid in FY 76 and FY 77.
Assuming that $75 million grant aid and ~52 million
FMS credit will be provided in FY 75, $373 m1llion
of tne HOD Plan will remain unfunded after FY 75.
The advantages to tnis option are:
It more clearly reflects congressional wishes
for an accelerated end to grant assistance.
-I t offers an early end to grant r.~p as an
inducement for Congressional support for
a planned phase-out and for increased PHS
credit.
It provides ror a large compensatory increase
in FHS wh1ch the Koreans are wiiling to accept.
It allm·;s us to complete the Hodernization Program witnin the FY-t7 timeframe in a manner
acceptable to the ROKG and consonant witn our
past assurances.
The disadvantages are:
There is no assurance that congress w1ll accept
either the contemplated grant levels or the
steeply increased Fr-is requirements.
Tne ROKG may 1nterpret the sharper grant reduction as evidence that the Administration is
moving away from its expressed support for the
Modernization Plan. Th1s will be true if the
projected FHS levels are not realized.
Congress may further lower the already reduced
grant aid level.
OEtion 4. -Meet the ROK recruest for $~00 million
in FZ·!S credit dt!ri::1c FY • "j-7 1 anc~ urcvide min~r.u.-:: leve.is of ~::a::t a1c. - - demonstrate the U·. S. COI:"'JT1.i t~ent.
- ·-- -
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This option has four considerat1ons:

I

j
·l

'

(1) tne ROK would lik:"' to receive $500 million
in t'MS Credit over the period FY 75-77; (2) the ROK
economy is capable of supporting PHS credit levels
of this magnitude; (3) the ROK expects reductions in
grant aid and it is considered unlikely that serious
consequences would result from such reductions so
long as they are accompanied by assurances of continued U.S. support; and (4) the Congress might possibly be more responsive to a proposal for a more
rap1d shift to F~!S credit. The table below shows the
funding schedule for the period FY 75-/7. This option
does not provide funds necessary for supply operations. Tne ROXG wou~d have to supply these funds.

ILLUSTRATIVE FUNDUiG SCEEDULE
0;(2tJ..On 4
($ ~liilions)

FY 75

FY 76

FY 77

TOTll..L

Grant A1d

25

10

10

45

FHS

75

!75

250

500

100

185

260

545

'l'OTAL

MUD Plan Shortfall as ot end FY 74
Excess Over MOD Plan

500
45

This option presumes that procurement of 27
MOD Plan F-5Es which have been programmed and partially
funded in FY 75 would become a ROK responsibility.
The ROKs could be expected to react vigorously to
what they consider a u.s. reneging on its commitment.
This opt1on has the follo\'ling advantages:
-- This minimum level of grant ~AP is much
less likely to be challenged by Congress
_inasmuch as tne very sharp decrease
presages an end to grant security assistance
for Korea.
SB€Ml'
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-14The significantly increased level of FMS
credit is within the capability of the
ROK \'lhich has indicated a need for $500
million in FMS cre~it over the three years
ending in 1977.
Disadvantages are:
Congressional reaction to the sharply increasing level of FMS will be unfavorable
-- even antagonistic -- in light of expressed Congressional wishes to decrease
all security assistance programs.
The minimum g~ant level requested would upset
the ROK.
Such a request would be inte~preted
as an implied abandon:r.-.ent by U.S. Adr-.inistration of its support for the modernization
program.
B.

Should a "Termination Date be set for grant
military assistance?

As noted previously, the ROKG already expects
that grant military assistance for equipment -v:ill end
once the NOD Plan is.completed. Although it may be
in our interest to continue providing security
assistance to the ROK, the United States is under no
obligation to do so once the HOD Plan is completed.
However, the completion of the MOD Plan does not mean
that all ROK modernization requirements.are met. A
joint U.S./ROK military ad hoc committee on Korean
~orce Modernization recently completed a review of
ROK defense needs and developed a list of ROK modernization requirements \vhose total cost is approximately
$1.9 billion. Of this amount about $550 million was
identified as required for completion of the HOD
Plan.
It was understood that the remaining $1.35
billion would come from ROK resources, facilitated
by F.HS ca~h and credit.
Once the HOD Plan is cot::pleted, the major justification for continuing grant aid will be the effect
that such assista~ce would have in demo~strating the
U.S. support and the influence such a program provides

'·-
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-15-- low levels of grant a1d will be insignificant when
compared with the large ~.ounts of F!!S Credit and Cash
sa!es that are expected. Eowever, it may be in u.s.
interests to provide aid fer training and funding of
some minor program requirements.
Option 1.

Continue providing a low level of
grant aid for some ~inor investment
programs.

This level \'TOUld be relatively insignificant in
terms of total ROK purchases but it would continue to
aerncnstrate the U.S. interest in ROK security and provide some measure of leverage on military reatters.
Tnere will be no pest MOD Plan economic requirement
for grant aid, nowever, and the Congress might Hell
'consider it inappropriate to continue providing grant
aid. This option would also provide for training
programs.
Option 2.

Termination grant aid except for
training.

Under this option the United States would continue to provide grant aid for training, but would
terminate grant aid for investment. The ROK security assistance program would be similar to the program for the Republic of China. This option would
provide a vehicle for continued u.s. influence with
all levels of the ROK military.
C.

What Types and Numbers of High Performance
A1rcraft Should Be in the Korean Force Modern1Zation Program?

Predicated on the continued presence of one wing
(72 UE) of US~.F F-4s in Korea, NSDr1 227 reaffirmed a HOD
Plan goal_of 10 squadrons of high performance aircraft
(1 F-40 and 9 F-SA/E squadrons) .
.f\.dditionally, NSDr·1 227
accepted the Korean Force Requirements Study, which
included a recowE~endation that in order to be selfsufficient against a North Korean threat (i.e., without
requiring USAF tactical air support), the ROKAF requires
an additional 90 F-SEs {5 squadrons) or the equivalent.
SECRE'i'
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-16However, NSDH 227 directed that before high performance
aircraft beyond replacement aircraft in the original
modernization plan are funded, a complete review of
the threat and air defen£a requirements should be
undertaken and recommendations submitted to the President.
Recently it was decided to sell to the ROK the
18 US F - 4D uircraft currentlv bailed to them . The
ROK will be asked to pay $43:2 r1 for the aircraft
(which will be credited toward ~:OD Plan completion),
and will be asked to make other concessions. If the
sale is cons~~ated and prograrrned F-SEs are funded
in FY 75, the RO~~F will have one more tactical fighter
squadron than vlas anticipated in the .HOD Plan.
There is aeneral acrreernent that a reouirement
exists fer additional high perfornance aircraft for the
ROK particularly if they are to approach self-sufficiency.
However, as NSDL-! 227 noted, before additional high performance aircraft for the ROK are funded, the threat should be reviewed and Presidential
approval obtained. Further, the type and numbers of
high performance aircraft for the P.O~~ should be
determined after dialogue with the ROKG in the nornal
course of events. At the Seventh Security Consultative
Meeting it was urged that the ROK/U.S. staffs continue
to examine the requirements for overall ROK air defense.
This question is now under study. Therefore, it is
considered premature to fo~.ulate types and numbers
of high performance aircraft for the future ROKAF
inventory now.

D. What Modification, if any, should be maqe
to the HOD Plan?
At this time no modifications to the MOD Plan are
recommended other than those funding changes discussed
in III.A., above. The U.S./ROK Military Ad Hoc Committee monitoring ROK force modernization, have generally agreed to the modernization requirements. The
only two notable areas of disagreement concern ROK air
defense and include the numbers and types of high
performance aircraft {discussed in III.C., above),
and the requirements for ground based air defense
systems. The latter disagreenent arises from the u.s.
recommendation that the ROK convert all 12 of its Hawk
S:EC:Ri:T
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Batteries to the improved version {at a cost of about
$75 M), whereas, the ROK initially desired to retain
the basic Ha\'lk system. An agreement was reached under
which the ROK will convert 4 forwar~ firing batteries.
The disagreement over the number of Hawk
batteries which should be converted will not be
resolved until an investigation of total ROK air
defense requirements is completed. The U.S./ROK
re-evaluation of ROK air defense requirements,
now under\-Tay, \·las prompted by:
( 1) the House
report accompanying the FY 75 Nilitary Appropriations Bill \'Thich recommended transfer of all U.S.
air defense assets in Korea to the ROK, and {2) a
recent Secretary of Defense decision calling for
negotiation of the transfer to the ROK of ·the six
U.S. Nike Hercules batteries in Korea.
It is, therefo~e, recorr.mended that no additional
modifications to the NOD Plan impacting on ROK air
defense be made at this tima.
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MARR~ MASS, KS, US
SUBJECT:
SALE Of f-4D AIRCRAFT TO ROK

'."
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DO~

JO IN T STATE/DEFENSE MESSAGE
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NSC

1· THE USG HAS DECIDED TO AGREE TO ROKG REQUEST TO SELL
THEM THE BAILED F-4D SQUADRON ON AN FMS CASH BASIS. IN
INFORMING THE ROKG OF THIS DECISION YOU SHOULD MAKE IT
CLEAR THAT THIS HAS BEEN A DIFFICULT DECISION FOR US
FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:

S/S
CEM Or;....

A. THIS DECISION WILL HAVE ADVERSE EFFECT ON USAF ASSETS.
THE USAF ALREADY HAS A DEFICIT Of OVER 100 AIRCRAFT OF THIS
TYPE AND THIS SALE WILL ADD TO THIS ALREADY SERIOUS
SITUATION.
DOtlESTICALL Y, l:J E I.!.IILL PROB/.EL Y BE U ND ~R CO~!G R E S~'J:"O.r·l· ~·L
FOR SELLING THESE PLANE WHEN USAF IS ALRE ADY'.Srro.rn:
Of FIGHTER AIRCRAFT. HOl!!EVER, USG DE CISI O~l TO SELL B·AIL£D:
SQUA l>RO~J OF 18 F-4D AIR CRAFT HAS BEEN MADE BECAU·SE '~ ·~~
DE SIRE TO HELP ROKG TO IMPROVE KO REAN DEFEN SE CAPAB IL ITIES
AND 6Et'USE OF INCREASitG MAP STRI. GENCI ES·
FYI· WE INTEND
TO CHftRGE THE $43 . 2 i1ILLIOr, Fr1S S LE AGAii·JST 'i'HE. tiOD PL AN
$1 ..2S BILLI ON NOA CEILING· END FYI·
B•

P RESSUi~E

2· BEL IEV~ THE ROKG SHOULD AL SO RECOGNIZE THAT THEY COULD
NOT OLTAIN THE EQUIVALENT AIR DEFENSE CAPABILITY WITHIN THE
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TERM l~ HIO I THE f-4 D SQ UADRON PROVI DES BECAUSE
DELI VERY LEAD TIMES FOR ADVA NCED AIRC RAFT ARE AT LEA~T
T ~ O TO TH REE YEARS.
FURTHER, ANY SIMILAR CAPABILITY
{l·E·, TO F-4D'S} ACQUIRED AT TODAY'S PRICES WOULD COST
MORE TH A ~ TWICE THE PR OPO SED PURCHASE PRICE {I.E., F-4E'S
EXCLUtirJG AGE AND SPARES}· WE PROP.OSE TO OFFER THE f-tn)' S
TO RN~ G AT · A COST OF $2 · 4 tl!LLION EACH { EXCLUDI NG AG EA ND
SPARE S}. THIS PRICE IS BASED ON FOLL OWI NG:
NEA R

A·

EACH REPLACEMENT F-4E AIRCRAFT WHOSE EXPECTED LIFE IS

18 YEARS COSTS THE USAF $5 .3 MILLION {EXCLUDI NG AGE AND

SPA RES}. THE LIFE SPA N OF TH E F- 4D IS ALS O ESTIMATED TO
6E 18 YEARS A ~ D THUS THE BAILED AI RCR AFT CO ULD BE EXPECTED
TO EE SUPPORTED AND USE D FOR AN ADD I TI ONAL NINE YE ARS.

a. THE BAILMENT MOU PL ACES RE PLACEMENT COSTS AT $1.7
MILLI ON · THAT COST CA N STI LL BE CONSIDERED VALID SI NCE
I ~ FLA T IO N COULD OFFSET D:PKE CI ATION SI NCE THE MO U W
ENT I NTO
EFFECT· HOWEVER, THE US F HAS SPENT $700,00 0 PER AI RCRAFT
I~ CL ASS I V AND V MODIF IC ATIO NS I N ORD ER TO KEEP THE
AIRC R ~ FT UP TO USAF ST ANDAR DS·
AS NOTED ABOVE, SPARES AND
AGE tRC NOT I NCLUDED IN TH E $ 2.4 MILLION PRICE AND
ACQUISITION OF THOSE ITEMS COVERED BY THE BAILMENT WILL
HAV£ TO bE ~ EG OT IATED S ~ P AR A T ELY· WE CONSIDER THE $2.4
MILLION PRICE TO BE FIRM.
3. FOR ITS PART WE WOULD EX PECT THE ROKG TO VIEW
SYMPATHETICALLY THE PRO BLE M ASSOCIATED WITH THE RETUR N. OF
THE 36 F-5A'S AND ASSOCIATED AGE AND SPARES. THE FY 75
VIETNAM AID PROGRAM IS IN DIFFICULT STRAITS AND WE MUST
SEEK ALL LEGITIMATE MEANS TO MAXIMIZE THE EFFECTIVE LEVEL
OF AID· ASSUMPTION BY THE ROKG OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
CO~;s ASSOCIATED WITH THE REHABILITATION AND RETURN OF THE
F-S~·s AND THE REPLACEMENT OF ASSOCI ATED AGE AND SPARES
APPEAR~ TO BE A REASON AB LE CONCESSit r ON THEIR PART IN
VIEiJ Of OUR DECISIO i~ O~J THE F-4D'S. fZ:ou A.RE AWARE,_ Of
COURSt, THAT THE FY 75 MAP PROGRAM SSF ORE CONGRESS IS
DL...DIFFICUL TY AND, .,rt MAY BE USEFUL i.•) f'lAKE ROKG A!..I AR£- AT
THIS TitiE THAT/ UNCERT AH .PROSPEC TS FOR FY 7 5 A.ID '"LE VELS,
INCLU Dir~ G F:.Jr£ AI RCRA FT, I f~ F L UENC E C· ~ r-A V ORAG ~ E
CO~SIDERATI~N OF THEIR F-4D REQUES T]
~.

~
I
I

SHOULD ROKG EXPRESS INTERE ST IN PURCHA SE OF F-4E'S

;ou

irfi~ A ~ DI~IO i'J TO PU~C H A~ ~ Of 8A:i:LE D S QU~ D~O f.J~ _
SH OULD
~
Rt, T~.Er THAT D t:.Cy:;J. ""~ RE }IJCH PURCil A~ E t;~
.v
D BE
£CT T A SU2SEG:!lt ioJT REV~J OF u ._7. POLI
co; . C CJ).~Ir: G
tiiX
AIR I'E !jCJ~E/ O F FEt' ~E CAPAtfiLITY ~. 'ICH THf" Ro:.-

WOULD
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~E LEAVE TO EMBASSY/COMUSK DISCRETION HOW AND AT WHAT
LEVEL TO INfORM RO~G Of fOREGOING USG DECISION·

5.

AfTER NEGOTIATIONS HAVE DEEN CONSUMMATED, WE
PRDVIDIN£ A LETTER fROM DEPSECDEF.CLEMENTS FQR
DELIVERY· .·TO . MND SUH R£ THIS
YY
. . SALE ·
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~. ANTICIPATE
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January 9. 1975

National Security Decision Memorandum

282

TO:

The Secretary of Defense
The Deputy SecJietary of State

SUBJECT:

Korean Force M "o dernization Plan
.t..: :.· ..

The President has reviewed the response to NSSM 211, together with
. the departmental and agency views thereon, and has decided the
,..
foll~wing:

--The United States will complete its obligation to the Republic of
Korea Force Modernization Plan at an early date, in order to
demonstrate the United States commitment to the security of the
Republic of Korea.

t

·.
,•

t

,.

-- The shift from grant military assistance to· FMS credits should be
accelerated to the rate defined in Option 2 in the NSSM response.

..

-- Nc termination date should be set for grant military assistance
to tb.e Republic of Korea. The downward trend in grant military
assistance defined in Option 2 should be continued beyond FY 77,
but should look toward the maintenance of a modest investment
and training program with an annual ceiling of $10 million •

t

t
l

I

.--The F-40 squadron now on bailment to the Republic of Korea
should be transferred to the Republic of Korea by sale. The
Republic of Korea should be asked to pay the $3. 3 million cost
for rehabilitating the two F-SA squadrons being returned to
South Korea under the Enhance Plus Agreement, but this should
not be a condition for the sale of the F-4D squadron if the Republic
of Korea raises serious and persistent objections.

1

N

1

~

t;
I

if
I

'I

-- The review of the North Korean threat and the Republic of Korea
air defense requirement contemplated by NSDM 227 should be

l

~
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forwarded with recommendations to the President no later than
March 3, 1975.

.

.

lt---l

·,+-.

Henry A. Kissinger

L
···:
:.·

.

cc: The Director of Central Intelligen~e
Director, Office of Management an d Budget
The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
4
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MEMORANDUM FOR:
• FROM:

SUBJECT:

December 20,

SECRETARY KISSINGER

KENNEDY~.{(~

RICHARDT.
W. R. S:tv1Y~

.

· ·

Future U.S. Military Assistance
to South Korea

At Tab II is the EA/IG response to NSSM 211, which requested a review
of the future of our military assistance to-South Korea. Specifically,
the NSSM request asked whether the rate of shift from grant MAP to
FMS credits should be accelerated, whether a termination date should
be set for grant MAP, and whether additional high-performan·ce aircraft should be transferred to the Republic of Korea (ROK).
Policy Background
The EA/IG paper analyzes the import of the following factors for future
U.S. military assistance to the ROK:
-- North Korean Intentions and the Military Balance on the Peninsula.
The paper holds that Pyongyang, like Seoul, perceives no advantage in
initiating major hostilities at present. Pyongyang has not disavowed its
goal of controlling the Korean Peninsula, but would make a major military move probably only if South Korean internal stability broke down.
However, a high level of tension between the two Koreas remains after
three years of political talks -- which both sides now view mainly as a
channel of communication rather than a forum to resolve their differences.
The paper asserts that great power interest in detente has been the
principal factor in reducing the chances of a new major military conflict
on the Peninsula.
The paper says that Pyongyang, like Moscow and Peking, would not
. interpret adjustments in the form of U.S. military assistance to South
Korea in the present context as a sign that U.S. support for South Ko rea
was weakening, as long as the basic elements o.£ the U.S.- ROK securiff
re.laticn~hip remain intact.

I
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Comment: The paper gives a somewhat overly sanguine view of the
continuing North Korean disposition. We doubt that North Korea perceives no major advantage in initiating major hostilities. "'\Ve think
that Pyongyang is restrained not by a lack of perceived advantage,. but
rather by the PRC and Soviet Union, by the U.S. defense commitment
•backed by U.S. forces in South Korea, and by an increasingly credible
South Korean military deterrent.
--South Korea's Interest in Continued U.S. Military Assistance.
The EA/IG paper holds that South Korea will accept substantial adjustments in U.S. military assistance-- so long as our defense commitment and troop presence remain essentially intact. More specifically,
the paper asserts that the ROK expects, and is fully prepared, to accept
further reductions in grant MAP as long as. the U.S. increases FMS
credits. The paper notes that, at the same time, the ROK is exploring
the possibilities of third-country procurement. Last, the paper concludes that the ROK is economically quite capable of assuming a much
larger defense burden.
Comment: While we do not differ essentially with the EA/IG paper on
these points, we believe the paper underestimates how much South
Korea may try to reduce its dependence on us if we reduce U.S. military
assistance. This has probably been the most important factor in the new
ROK interest in third-country procurement, in establishing an in-country
defense industry, and in developing nuclear weapons by 1980. In
addition, reduced ROK dependence on us, like reduced North Korean
dependence on its suppliers, increases its freedom of action in the
North-South confrontation, although this is partially offset by the constraints of detente.
-- Status of the ROK Force Modernization Plan. The modernization
plan, to which we committed $1.5 billion in 1971 at the time we withdrew the first of 'our two divisions from Korea, was to have been finished
in FY 75. By the end of FY 74, however, we were still $500 million
short, due to budgetary limitations.
The ROK places considerable
store by our rounding out, in some credible fashion, our contribution to
the modernization plan. The President in his recent meeting with
President Park reaffirmed our support for the plan, and said he hoped
its completion could be speeded up.
The EA/IG paper notes that the ROK has indicated its willin;ness to
accept greatly e::-..-panded Flv1S credits -- $500 million in FY 75-77 -- · <-
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and its eXpect<ition, that grant MAP will end with the completion of
the plan.~,· The EA/IG paper fails to mention that the ROK at the same
time ha·~ reque~ted $3'45 million in g~a;nt MAP for FY ·75-77; the paper
ignores the .likelihood that the ROK passively accepts as inevitable the
pro.spect of greatly reduced grant MAP and its possible early termination.
•'

I
[

l'·

.

Distaste in Congress for Park's ha'ndling of his domestic political
situation did not in the end reduce dur military assistance to South Korea
by as much as earlier seemed likely. For FY 75, Congress has
authorized a total of $145 million, plu's another $20 million if the Pr.esident
certifies that Park is making substantial progress on human rights.
C"'ngress has left to the President's decision how this total is to be
divided between grant MAP and FMS credits. This figure compares
favo~ably with the FY 74 appropriation of $100 million grant }..fAP and
$57 million F1v1S cre9it. For FY 76, we are requesting $75 million in
grant MAP and $100 million in FMS credit.
The ROK last spring expanded its requests for U.S. military equipment
by asking for the following: (1) the transfer of the F-4D squadron now
on a bailment ~o the ROK under the Enhance Plus Agreement, plus one
additional F -4E squadron (these would be added to the one F -4D squadron already owned outright by the ROK to give it a wing of F-4s); (2) a
minim.um of three F-SE squadrons either through purcha~e or coproduction (in addition to the four F-5E squadrons already planned); and
(3) a follow-on light-weight fighter such as the YF-16 or YF-17.
·
Policy Options
A. Rate of Shift from Grant MAP to FMS Credit. The EA/IG paper
casts its four options in terms of proposed levels only through FY 77~
the year by which the paper recommends that we complete our obligation to the modernization plan. The totals of grant MAP and FMS
credits under all four options would fill out the remaining $500 million
in our obligation.
F:. 76
FY 77
Grant
FMS
Grant
FMS
Option
Option
Option
Option

-

1
2
3
4

I
147
75
50
10

·I

65
100
125
175

96
50
25
10

90
150
175
250
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Options 1 and 4 border on the unfeasible. Option 1 would ask for a level
of grant MAP and Option 4 would ask for a level of FMS credit which
would almost certainly not be seriously considered by Congress. (Option 1
embodies existing Presidential guidance.)· In addition, Option 4 would
assume that the 27 F-5Es which ha\re been programmed and have been
partially funded in FY 75 would become.a ROK funding responsibility,
which the ROK would view as a reve·rsal of our commitment on this
major item. A further disadvantage to Option 4 is that the ROK would
assume the burden of supply costs, which can run 10-20 percent of total ··: ..
grant MAP and which we have assumed so far.

.-

.

~

Option 2 reflects the leve:· :•hich Congress has authorized for FY 75 and
which we are requesting for FY 76.
1.
Departmental Vie-..vs. State supports Opti9n 2, while Defense·
wants Option 3. State stresses the political i~portance of an Executive
Branch request for a higher level of grant MAP. Defense emphasizes
Congressional constraints and the reputed ROK desire for increased
FMS credits.
·
·
2.
Our View.
We support Option 2. We agree with State's
emphasis on the political importance of an Executive Branch request
for this level of grant MAP in the present Korean context. We also believe that this combination of grant MAP and FMS credits is a figure
that would be taken seriously by Congress, would not conflict with our
Congressional tactics on the level of FMS credit we are requesting, and
takes cognizance of the ROK economic ability to assume a larger share
of the defense burden. Option 2 also reflects the level that Congress
has _authorized for FY 75 and that we are requesting for FY 76.
B.

A Possible Termination Date for Grant MAP.

Option 1: After F.Y
investment programs.

77~

continue a low level of grant MAP for minor

--Would provide political assurance to the ROK and preserve
some U.S. lever on ROK military affairs. On the other hand, might "
well be resisted on the Hill.
Option 2: After FY 77:. terminate grant MAP except for a level of
training on the order of $1 .million.
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-- Would afford continued U.S. influence in ROK military
affairs, but would not be as politi<7ally ;-eassuring to the ROK.
1. Departmental· Views. ·Defense wants Option 1. State also
supports Option l, but with a diffe,ri:mce: if Congress does not approve
a level of grant MAP and FMS cr~dit for the ROK sufficient to complete
our contribution to the modernization plan by FY 77, State would have
us continue to request both of these· in subsequent years until the plan
were completed. State would terminate grant MAP, except for training
(at about $2 million a year), after the plan is finished. OMB would
J;_.,..
make no decision on the termination of grant MAP until after Congress
completes action on the FY 76 bill. ·

2. Our Views. We favor Option f. We believe that, at least at ·
this point, the United States should plan to continue a low profile of
grant MAP after FY 77. We would suggest about $25 million in FY 78,
tapering off to. $5-10 million thereafter. To make a decision now to
terminate grant MAP would needles sly risk giving the wrong signal
to Pyongyang and would hot
support confidenc,e in Seoul. The paper
misleads when it states that the ROK "already accepts" the nction that
grant MAP will terminate immediately upon the end of the Modernization
Plan in FY 77; the ROK has only "resigned itself to" this possibility.

·I

I

II

II

C. Additional High-Performance Aircraft for the ROK. At this
point, the only real question is whether to transfer to the ROK the
F-4D squadron which has been bailed to the ROK under the Enhance
Plus Agreement since late 1972. The question of other high-performance
aircraft --the ROK's oilier requests for a squadron of F-4E aircraft,
additional F-SE aircraft, and possible YF-17 or YF-18 light-weight
freighters -- is the subject of a bas~c reassessmento.t'ftiii?orth .
Korean air threat and consequent ROK air defense needs/is now being
done by Defense. The provision of these additional aircraft would
move the ROK substantially toward air defense self-sufficiency, and
thus would raise the question of the withdrawal of at least part of our
(.
own F-4 wing in South Korea~ It would also require a detailed. reassessment of the North-South air force balance in order not to risk stimulating
another round in the arms competition between the two Koreas. ·
\
As regards the F-4D bailed squadron, a State memorandum attaching
a draft cable instruction (Tab III) indicates general agreement in the
bureaucracy to sell this squadron to the ROK. As you may recall, a
second F-4 squadron was."·contained in the original Five-Year Modernization
.
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Plan dra·c.vn up in 1971, but was removed from last year's rev1s1on of that
plan because no F ..,4 squadron waf! available for transfer to the ROK.
Our own Air Force at that time~ and indeed .until very recently, was
adamantly opposed to transferring the· bailed squadron to the ROK.
We do not believe that this addition. to the ROK Air Force's capability
would risk an intensification of th~ arms competition on the Peninsula,
even though the bailed squadron has. in ·.effect been in the ROK ·inventory
for two years. State and Defense have agreed to put a price tag of $43
million on the F-4D squadron.

\

I
i

;
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i
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DOD, ho\vever, '\\>ants to attach a condition to the sale: that the ROJ<
be asked to pay the $3. 3. million cost fQr rehabilitating the two F-5A
squadrons being returned to South Ko~ea from South Vietnam under the
Enhance Plus Agreement. DOD rationalizes that, although the rehab
cost is our obligation under the Enhan;e Plus Agreement, the Agreement
also provided that the F--1-D bailed squadron b.e returned to the U.S. Air
Force when the two F-SA squadrons were returned to South Korea. DOD
argues that our flexibility on the F-4D bailed squadron should therefore
be matched by ROK flexibility on the rehab cost.·, DOD's real motive,
however, is to try to pick up another $3. 3 million for its sorely-pressed
Vietnam budget.
Our View. As regards the substantive issue of whether to transfer the
bailed F-4 squadron, we support the transfer, as indicated above. As
to the tactical issue of whether to attach the condition proposed by Defense,
we have no objection to doing so, but agree with State that we should not
press the matter to a breaking point with the ROK if it resists .strenuously --:-·
w~ich it is likely to do.
At Tab I is a draft memorandum from you to the President embodying
the above discussion and recommendations and attaching a draft NSDM.
RECOMMENDATION: .
That you sign the draft memorandum to the President at Tab I.
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

HENRY A. KISSINGER

SUBJECT:

Future U.S. Military Assistance
to South Korea

As part of the preparations for your recent visit to South Korea, the
departments completed a policy study on future U.S. military assistance
to the Republic of Korea (ROK). The specific issues they took up in
this study included (1) 'l.vhether the. rate of shift f:rom grant military
assistance (M.A.P) to Flv1S credit should he accelerated, ( 2) whether
a termination date should be set now, and (3) whether 2-dditional highperformance aircraft should be transferred to lne Republic of Korea.
During your meeting with President Park, you discussed our military
assistance in general terms. You reaffirmed U.S. support for the
Five-Year ROK Force Modernization Plan, and said that we hoped to
speed up completion of our assistance to that plan. You also assured
Park that we had no intention to withdraw U.S. forces from South
Korea.
We now need your guidance on the specific issues listed above. The
inte:.:-departmental paper presents the foll<:>wing options· on these issues:
11

,

'\1

A. Rate of Shift from Grant MAP to FMS Credit. ·The Modernization
Plan, to which we committed $1. 5 billion in 1971 at the time we withdrew
the first of our two divisions from Korea, was to have been finished in
FY 75. By the end of FY 74, however, we were still $500 million
short due to budget limitations. The ROK places considerable store
by our rounding out, in some credible fashion, our contribution to the
Modernization Plan. From the beginning, we have made cleitr that we
would fulfill our obligation through a combination of grant MAP, FMS
credit, and excess defense articles. In the last year or so, we have
begun shifting to larger amounts of FMS credit, both because of tightening
Congressional constraints on grant MAP and because the ROK has been·
~.tOtru.
''l
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able to ~ick up mo r e -cf the burden. On the other hand, we do not
want to shift too r~:.pidly. ~~7 ~.~-.-!)0~...,!~.!il."'t, '"r>. f".i.~-!:P... the wrong signal
to Pyongyang and 'its al11..~s "O't"' 'ttf'"tmUeTc:'U.·l:\.'v:i,;.:cu.iehce in Seoul.

....

Di staste in Congress for Park's handling of his domestic political
-.oituation did not in the end reduce our military assistance to South
Korea by as much as earlier seemed likely. For FY 75, Congress
ha s auf:9orized a total of $145 million, plus another $20 million if
you certify that Park is making substantial progress on human rights.
Coti.gre·ss has left to your decision how this total is to be divided
between grant MAP and FMS credits. This figure compares favorably
with. ~ FY 74 appropriation of _$100 million grant MAP and $57 million
F~ Fr;edit. For FY 76, we aie requesting $75 million in grant MAP
and $lq,(> million in FMS credit.

:..

J

FY 76

'

Grant

r

~I~l
.. · ..
•
OPTION 2
...

.

147

75

I

50

OPTiqN 3

FY 77
Grant
FMS

FMS

f~

,I

r.."
t

j:

l

65

96

90

100

50

150

125

25

175

175

10

250

.
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OPTION 4

-

i
I

Depar\mental Views. State supports Option 2 while DefeJ?-se wants
Optima 3. State stresses the political importance of an Executive
Branch request for a higher level of grant MAP. Defense emphasizes
Cong~sional constraints and the reputed ROK desire for increased
FMS eredits.

My View. The real choice is between Options 2 and 3. Option 1 and
OptiOD-4 would not likely be considered seriously by Congress. I support
Option 2: I believe it important in light of the present political and
strategic situation on the Korean Peninsula that the Executive Branch show
continuing solid support for ROK needs. Moreover, I believe that
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c"ombihation of grant MAP and FMS credits is a figure that would
have· a chance with Congress and re:fh:ts Korean ability to'assume a
growing share. of the defense burden. Option 2 also reflects the level
that Congress ha.s·authorized for FY 75 and that we are requesting for
FY 76 •. ';,·

!I

B .. A Possibl~ Termination Date fo~ drant MAP. The Presidential
guidance of mid-1973 did not give a termination date for grant MAP.
The
inter-departmental
paper presents two options:
.
.
.
. Option '1: After FY 77;·. continue a low level of grant MAP for
minor investment fl"Ograms.

ter~·in~te

.

Ontion 2: After FY 77,
grant MAP except for a
of training assistance at about $1 million annually.

~

I

/4

le~e~·

,

De:Ja r"";~er.:t::tl V ie'\vs. Defense w~nts Option 1. State also suppot7fs
Option l, but ·,dth a diff.::rence: if Congress does not support enough
grant MAP and FMS credit to complete our contribution to the Modernization Plan by FY 77, State would have us request both of these in
subsequent years u;,_til the Plan were completed. State would terminate
grant MAP, except for training (at about $2 million a year), after the
Plan is finished. OMB would make no decision on terminating grant
MAP until after Congres~ completes action on the FY 76 bill.
Mv View. I favor Option 1. At this point, we do not want to indicate
a termination of grant MAP. In terms of military and budgetary
planning, it is not necessary that we do so now, since either Option 2
or 3 on the rate of shift fr.om grant MAP to FMS credits indicates the
downward trend in grant MAP. Projecting beyond FY 77, if you choose
Option 2 on the rate of shift from grant MAP to FMS credits, I recommend that we then think in terms of about $25 million in grant MAP for
FY 78, and thereafter taper off to a level of not more than $10 million
annually.
C. Additional High-Performance Aircraft for the ROK. At this point
the only real question is whe' 1er to transfer to the ROK the one F-4D
squadron which has been baiL ri to the ROK under the Enhance Plus
Agreement since late 1972. Before we consider other ROK requests
for additional high-performar :e aircraft, we want to look at a basic
reassessment of the North Ko ean threat and of ROK air defense needs.
Defense· is now completing tr · study.
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As regard~ the F-:4D bailed squadro~, State and Defense agree that
we should_.transfer- this squadron to the ROK by sale. The ROK
'already o}vns one lf:-4 s.quadron outright. The transfer .of this second
F-4 .squadron. tq 'ROK ownership at ·this time should not stimulate arms
competition on t~e, Korean Peninsula,· ~ince this second squadron has
in reality been in the ROK Air Force -mventory for two years already
although it. reni~ined our property. ·.·

II

I
I
!
I

Defense wants to attach a condition to the. sale of this F-4D squadron:
that the ROK be asked to pay the $3. 3 million cost for rehabilitating
the two F-SA squadrons being retur~eg to South Korea from South
Vietnam under the Enhance Plus Ag;reement. Defense wants to use
the $3.3 million for its sorely-pressed Vietnam budget. I think we can
ask the ROK to pick up this $3. 3 million (on top of the $43 million
price tag "\Ve have put on the baileq• squadron itself), but believe we
should not press the ~OK to pay this additional cost if it raises serious
objections.
At Tab A is a draft NSDM_ which embodies my recommendations above.
RECOMMENDATION:

•,

I

That you approve my signing, in your name, the draft NSDM at Tab A.
Approve-----------

I
;

Disapprove------------
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NSSM 211

I,

Security Assistance to the Republic of Korea

..

I.. Introduction

L

This paper responds to the President's reques.t· for
a study of tne u.s. Security Assistance ~rogra~ for the
Republic of Korea (NSSM 211). Tne response outlines
u.s. interests ar.d policies in Korea and discusses
how the Secur~ty Assistance Progrc~ co~plenents them.
As directed, the stucv assumes that there w~ll be no
·significant changes in the leve~ or mission or Unite&~
States forces in the RO~.
In accordance with the President's request, the
study addresses the follovling spec~fic issues:
- Should the rate of shift from grant military
assistance to Ff-15 credits, defined in NSDH
227, be accelerated and, if so, \vhat should
the new'rate be?
Should a termination date be set ror grant
m1litary assistance and if so, what should
that date bel
Wnat types and n~bers of high performance
aircraft should be ~ncluded in the Korean
Force Modernization Program?
What modirications, if any, should be made
in the five-year Modernization Program for
the Repuolic of Korea prescrioed in NSDM
.129?

·II.

u.~.

Interests,

u.s.

Po~ic1es,

ana Policy

Si~uation

A. U.S. Interests
The primary u.s. interes~ in Korea l1es 1n preventing maJor nostil1ties between North and South.
Such
nostil1ties coula· reverse present des1rable trends towara u~s. disengagement, run the risk of major escala-
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tion, and have an important impact on the situat~on in
Nortneast Asia, particularly in Japan. u.s. interest
in further reduction of ~ensiOns in Korea sterns also
from our interest in cet~nte w~th the ~oviet Union and
the PHC.

.

.

For Seoul, the bas1c underpinnings of its relations with the u.s. rest o~ the Mutual Security Treaty
ana an American troop prese·hce~
So J.ong· as these remain essential~y intact, ~outh Korea is prepared to
accept substant~al modifications ana adjustments in
U.S. military assistar.ce. The ROK has already deffionstra~ed a capac1ty to adjust to such cnar.ges by c~~~-~
mitting itself to greater se~f reliance in the equ~p
ment field and has 1nitiated .J.onger-range planning to
adjust to a more substantiaJ. u.s. disengagement.

.. :.· .

.......

Like Seou~, Pyongyang, Moscow, and Peking will not
perceive adJustments ~n the form of &~erican assistance
as signaJ.ing a weakening of fu~damerital u.s. support
for Soutn Korea's security as ~ong as the oas~c elements
in the relationsnip remain 1ntact. Pyongyang has for
some tJ..me !:oc-:.!Se'a i tz critic ism on the 'u.S. troop presence as the principal obstacle to ach~ev~ng its goa~s
on the peninsula and is not J.ikely to be encouraged
by anyth~ng J.ess than s1gnificant u.s. d~sengagement.
Peking has indicated a will1ngness to ~olerate tne u.s.
troop presence as a means of preserv~ng stabilJ.ty on
the peninsula; ~t is not likely to interpret changes
in mil~tary assistance mix as undercutting the u.s.
commitment to ROK security. although much more cir.cumspec~ in reveal~ng its views, Moscm-1 too \-70Uld
d1fferentiate between such adjustments ana a fundamental change in U.S. support. The willingness of
both ~o provide North Korea with military assis~ance
will oe conditioned largely by their rivalry with each
other and is unJ.ikely to be influenced by changes in
the way US military assistance ~s funded as long as
levels are not perce~ved to be s~gnificantly 1ncreased.
B. U.S. Policies
In our efforts to ma~ntain ::;tability 1n Korea anu
to 1mprove the ROK derensive capability tne U.S. has
maintaineu three bas1c policies. F1rst, tne United
S-cates has stc·· ::ly rn~inta~ned its Hutual Dei:ense Trea~y
.
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-3commitment to the rtOK 1n the event of an attack fro~
~he North.
~econd, the United States has kept forces
in Korea as a aeterrent t:o attad~ and more recently
as a symbol of u.~. suppc=t·of the ROK.
~n aadition,
tne United States has maintaipcd light infantry forces
else\·mere in Northeast Asia and in the united States
1.tself \·:hich are intended pr1marily for deployment as
necessary in Asin. Tnird, tne United St:ates has sup• ported a r.lajor security assistance program \vhich nas
been instrUIT.enta.L in building ROK forces to the po1n·t·
that they are now capable of defending against a North
Korean attack witn only li~ited u.s. air and naval
combat support.

c.

. -,:.

The Policy

Situatio~

Although tne fundw"nental U.S. co:r.mitrnent to the
security of the HOK has not changed since the end of
the Korean l'-J?.r, the ~evel o~ U.!:;;. deployments and the
nature of the security assistance program have changed
during that time. J.n the past two years grant assistance allocated to Korea has not reached planned levels.
The ROK now expects further reductions in grant a1d;
continued reduct1ons shoula have little effect as long
as the. U.S. cont1nues to provide additional F!·:S crecti t
and there are no expectat1ons of significant reductions
1.n U.s. dep.Loyrnents ·•
Prime Minister Kim has already told the Nat1onal
Assembly that tne ROKG expects an ·end to grant assistance 1n the next ~-3 years •
.~rurther, as the ROKG uses its own runds in miJ.itary procurement, it is look1ng at possible-third
country procurement ror some maJor items. ~art of
this may be a desire on the part of the rtOKG to lessen
its dependence on u.S. sources. HO\'lever, in the ma1n,
it is a reflection of the fact that in the mid-seventies
the ROKG will provide most of its o\'m defense costs
and will wish to make its own decisions.

Recent developments in Northeast Asia will have
a major impact on future u.s. policies in the area.
The mast important political aspect has been our judgment that the Soviets and the Chinese share our desire

...s.Ee:rter·

...

.
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-4to orevent North-South hostilities and seek to lessen
the~ risks c)f their involvement in future con:tlicts on
'the pe1;1;fusula ~ Thus, we m'.1St t.vork \'Ti th both the PRC
and trie USSR tmvard easing tensions in Korea., hoping
that the ·.t,.;o· Koreas can reach~ an accommodation that
will turn their military confrontatidn into peaceful
competition_:*·

..·

.·

The No'rth-South relationship remains acrimonious
After three years of periodic, unproductive dialogue.
Military inc1dents occasionally occur, and each side
uses the threat of war to helc motivate and control
its people. Yet neither ~id~·perceives any advantage
in initiating major hostilities at present. Both are
cpncentrating their energies on econo~ic development
while maintaining a strong military posture. The
South has no aggressive C.esiq::s en the !:orth. And,
while Pyongyang has not dis'avmv-ed its goal of controlling the peninspla, it probably would.act only in
the event of a breakdown 1n South Korean internal
stability. Despite the current impasse in their dialogue, both t.-;ant to. keep the channel of cor.ununication
open as a safety valve and for future contingencies.
Given the great power efforts at detente, the
possibilities of major military conflict have been
reduced. North Korea's military strategy remains
primarily defensive although its military buildup over
the past several years has given the armed forces a
significant offensive capability. North Korean strategy
appears designed to maintain a military balance in the
peninsula while providing flexibility to choose from
a wide range of offensive as well as defensive options.
We are confident that tiouth Korea can nmv successfully
defend against a. North Korean attack with only limited·
u.s. air and naval combat support. r1oreover, both
North and South Korea t.vould require extensive logistical support from the1r respective allies 1f they were

0

*In this regard, one po. iible approach meriting
further study would be t e pursuit of agreed restraints among the major pO\'lers in our respective
arms transfers to the pE Linsula.

'
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conflict oeyond a fet-1 \-leeks.

In.ternal- p'olitical factors in South Korea must
also b~ considered,. ~n the ::eveJ.opment .of u.s. polic~es.
Park Cnon~-hui· is now in his ~ourteenth year·as the
President. of Eorea and the op:E)osition to h:Ls leadership has increased significant~y in the past several
. . recen t attem;:::
.
........ s ~o
•·
.
h ave
years....· II J..S
s t ::.. f 1_e cppos:t t ~on
...
been temporarily. successful. btf'!: may have served to
unify and strengthen the oppdsition. • An economic decll.ne could a.J.so result ~n the grmvth of dissatisfaction with the ~ark regime. Further, Park's internal poJ.icies have damaged,the ROK's international
image, particularly ar=.ong ch~r'C::h groups and the rr.eaia.
This has had a cleer impact on U.S. Congressional attitudes, t-:hich might well afr:~ct the future levels of
Korean K;;P •
The ROK ha~ made great strides in its economic
capability. For the past·several years, GNP has grown
at an annual rate of about ll%. ~onetneless, along
with most countries, South Korea is ncH beginning to·
·suffer from econom~c dislocations. Although there
has been a sharp decline in the second half of 1974,
the ROK is expected to acnieve real grm·lth of approximately 8-9% fer the ·entire year. ROK planners, anticipating the decline in GNP growth rate, have made adjustments to maintain a h:tgh level o~ military expenditure ~..1hich snould perm~t a continuation of tne trend
away from grant aid.
Q

The five year (~·y 71-75) MOD Plan, t'las formulated
and announced in conjunction with the withdrawal or:
one u.s. combat division from Korea. NSDM J.29 authorized a program of $250 million in EDA and $1.25 billion
maximum in new obligational authority (NOA), this amount.
to be reduced to the maximum extent possible through
FMS Credit and Cash saies, provision or: additional EDA,
and other 11 no cost" u.s. equipment transfers. As of
end FY 74, there tvas a ·,hortfall of approximately ~110
million in EDA ana $500 mill~on NOA (including supply
operations and training) remained un~unded. Achievemen~ of the EDA goal is. not considered critical since
pric~ng. of EDA is arbit "lry and the ROKs have not averted
to this aspect of the r.:r J Plan.
However, suff~cient
NOA to fulfill the r-~OD. lan cc::1.~itr:'.en-ts has not neen
made available and the ·program has been extended •
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-6The HOD Plan \-las revim·:ed in 1973 by the Undersecretaries Committee and the follm-1ing recor:u-:tendat1.ons
and adaitional directions were approve~ in NSDM 227:
(1) the United States s~ould
strive to cor.plete tr.e HOD Plan but
aid and requests to Congress sriould
ously reduced nor should assistance
rap1.dly to FHS credit.*

continue to
plann1.ng for grant
not be precipitbe sw1.tched
i..·
.......
:.·

(2) The emphasis in modernizing ROK forces
should be shifted to air defense to assist in noving
the ROK tm·lard co:r..bat self-sufficiency against the
North.

.

(3} Betore high performance aircraft neycnd
replacement aircraft in the original modernization
.plan are func.,.,d, a complete review of t~e threat and
air defense :r ._:qul.renents should be unaertaken and
recorr~endations submitted to the President.
In FY 74 the ROK unhesitantiy accepted the U.S.
offer of nearly $57 miJ.lion in FHS Credit, more than
twice the amount that had been planned. The ROK has
indicated that it would like even higher levels or
FMS Credit, and at the September 1974 Security Consultative Meeting the· Korean delegation outlined a
program for $500 million in credit over the period
FY75-77. Indeed, the ROK has indicated that it:
{1) does not expect continued high levels of grant
aid; (2) does not expect the u.s. to continue to provide grant aid once the HOD PJ.an is completed; and
{3) is concerned about the availability of high levels
of FHS Credit in the future.

..

'

i
.1
;
I

In addition to their request for higner levels
of FHS Cred1.t, the ROK has been making efforts to

•NSDN 227 approved an option which was cons1.dered
and rejected by the Undersecretaries Co~~ittee. The
rejected option reco~mended that the funding of the
~10D P J.an be stretched out through FY 77 't-li th a steep
increase in F!-!S Credit as a substitute for grant aid.
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significantly improve its air force. lihile it is
not clear what the eventua.t P.OK plan ,\oJill be, they
have asked to purchase tnc F-4D ·squadron novr on loan
to them and they \·rish to tak.e, additional steps to increase the n~~er of aircraft in their inventory.
At one point, the ROKG tdshed to purchase 57
1''-4E aircraft. However, in Sept~mber, the ROKG indicated its readiness to embark on a program involving the following mix:
·
a. One F-4 wing (the alreadY. provided HAPfunded F-4D sauadron~ the bailed F-40
squadron and one F-4E squadron to be
purchased.)
b. in addition to 72 ~L~P-furnished F-SE aircraft, a minimum of 3 squadrons (54 UE} of
F-SE to be purchased or co-proauced.
c. An expres'Sed ROKG preference for·an eventual
follow-on light-weight f1ghter.
The ROKG
decision on eventual long range modernization would be made after results of tne
USAF competitive test (YF-16 vs. YF-17) become available. Snould the US!~ fail to
adopt either, the ROKG decision \oJould then
be made on other suitable US first line aircraft for incorporation into ROKAF structure
in the late 70's or early 1980·s.
III. Policy Issues and Options

A. Should the rate of shift from grant aid to
FMB Credit be accelerated?
G~ven past funding shortfalls and the RO~G's increas~ng
would ~n

abiLity to bear its own detense costs, we .
any event have to adaress the question of an
accelereated shift from grant aid to FNS credit. In ·
view of present Congressional attitudes regarding
MAP, a review now is essential.

As of end FY74 ~500 million of the HOD Plan
remained unfunded. <rhe ROK has been repeatedly and
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-apublicly reassured on numerous occasions by high ranking u.s. officials that tre u.s. intends to complete
the r-:co Plan. ~.ccordirigl:· the. ·~.drninistration has no
alternative but to contir.ue to pursue the co~plet~on
of the l·10D Plan. The ROKG nas been inforned that
completion of the l!OD Plan \.Jill .requ~re a greater use
of F~S (cash and credit) anct ~he issue of .concern ~s
the mix ot grant aid and FI·!S Credit 'l.vhich snould be
provided. Grant aid has not been realized as projected ~n the HOD Plan. For example, of $..!41.0 mil~icn grant aid plannea for FY 1974, some $78 million
became available.
(Supply operat.ions of $22 millio·n
brought t!le total for r~cr c a to $100 million.) 'l'he
overall grant aid plan in FY 1975 is for $.L80.0 million
($162 H grant and $J.8 H supply operations). Although
the Foreign Aid bil.L has not been approvea, the Senate
and House Foreign Relations Ccrr~ittees have successively cut th.e ROK funds to $117.5 and ' $.10u million.
~·t·!S Credit .Levels vlere adC.res sea only by the SFRC
whicn proposed levels for .t'Y 75-77 considerably be.Low
the Administration project~ons anc further provided
for FHS termination . after FY1977.

..

.\:.;.· .

In sum, the clear abil~ty and wil.Lingness or the
ROK to provide significant~y greater amounts of the
funds required for its defense expend1tures and the
U.S. inability to continue providing high levels of
grant aid make it necessary to consider ne\·T options
i:or completing the HOD Plan. We recognize that whatever option is adopted may well be more than tne Congress will accept. However; they are consonant with
our assurances to the ROKG while reflecting an appreciation of legislative realities.
Option 1.

Continued Funding Plans in Accordance
. with NSDt-1 227.

This would involve a grant aid request for Korea·
t:or FY 1976 of $147 millio"n and an n1s figure of $65
million. Each year our request for grant aid wou.Ld
decrease by about $48 million. No termination date·
would be set for grant aid. The following illustrative funding schedule depicts a continuation of NSDl-1
227 financing of the MOD Plan. It assumes no cuts
to the requested amounts. Supply operations and
training costs are included.
·
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-9ILLUSTRATIVE FU:JDING SCHEDULE
·Opt~on

·1

($ Nillion;)

Grant Aid
FMS
Total
MOD

~lan

...
. : FY 7/

· FY 75

FY 7b

192

J.47

96

435

45

- 65

90

2u0

237

212

J.86

635

Shorttall as of end FY-74

500

Exce'ss over

i'~OD

.

Plan

TOTAL

135

This option provides the aavantag.es of:
cons~stency

'"i th amounts requested in previous

years
supporting past Administration assurances that
the HOD Plan ~Till be completed as soon as
possible.
conforming to the caution in NSDH 227 tnat
requests for grant aid not be precipitously
reduced.
Disadvantages of this option are:
Congress is l~kely to disapprove such high
levels of security assistance, particularly
qrant r.1;.._p tor Korea because of (1). an outstanding economic growth and very good financial credibility, {2) recent suppression of
human rights, and (3) the generally negative
Congressional attitude on Hl'l..P.
Does not recognize ability -- and willingness
-- of the ROKG to utilize large amounts of
FMS credit tor procurement of modernization
equipment.
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-10Option 2.

Plan on reduced levels of grant a1d
and 1ncre~~ed levels of cred1t

· This option assunes a FY -75 grant aid total for
Korea of $100 nullicn and an FI!S Credit total of ~52
million.
Each year our request for grant aid would
• decrease by $25 million, \;hile our Fr-:s request \·muld
increase by ~50 million.
The table belm.; shov1s the
funding schedu~e for the period FY 75-77.
Supply
operations and training costs are included.
ILLUSTRP-.TIVE Fm;DH7G SCEEDULE
Option 2

($ Nilllons)

Grant Aid
FMS
TOTAL

py· 77

FY 75

FY 76

100

75

!>0

225

52

100

150

30:l

l.52

175

200

!.>27

MOD Plan Shortfall as of end FY 74

TOTAL

500

27

Excess Over r-100 Plan

The following advantages apply to this option:
It strikes a balance bet\"leen decreasing grant
and increasing FHS levels.
The grant portion for FY 1975 corresponds to
the HFAC recommendation and ref~ects a reasonable decrease for FY 1976.
It emphasizes to the ROK that we are still
earnestly trying to complete the MOD Plan
under the original concept at the least cost
to the ROK.
---.The signiticant,reduction in FY 76 from the
FY 1975 request for grant ~:T~P and greater
emphasis on t"r-!S credit r.1ight rece1ve greater
Congress1onal St4Fpc::t.
-BA'CI?E'L'

,.

-11Disaavantages are:
There is no assura~ce we will get either the
grant or FMS level~ requested.
Congress nay expect the total Aeministration
request to ~how a lower level than allocated
in the previous year.
The SF~C reco~~ended $75 miilion grant ~~P
and $4L.45 million FHS cred1t i~ FY 197~.
Korea· s consistent econom1c grm·;th record
militates against the requested levels, part1cularly tne grant portion.

..

Ootion 3.

Plan on grant aid levels below Ootion
~, but with 2ncreas~d leve!s of ~lS Creeit

In this option we would decrease grant aid by ~25
million for .each of the next tHo years (from $75 milJ.ion
in FY 7!>), and FHS requests \vould be increased approximtely $50-$75 million a year (frcm $52 million in FY
75). Th1s provides $300 million in FHS Credit over the
next b;o years, or ~352 million by the ena of FY77,
and our l-10D Pian commitment to the ROKG \·:ill be fulfilled assuming $150 million in grant aid is provided.
The :tollo\'ling illustrat1ve funding schedule reflects the above.
it assumes a cut ·in the FY 75 grant
aid and a partially off-setting 1ncrease in FMS for
out y~ars. Supply operations and training costs are
included.
ILLUSTRATIVE FUNDING SCHEDULE
OEt1on 3
($ Millions)
FY 75

FY 76

FY 7"1

TOTAL

Grant Aid

75

!>0

25

150

FMS

52

125

"175

.:S52

127

115

200

502

TOTAL

MOD Plan Shortfall as of ena ·py 74

500

Excess over HOD Plan·

2
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For· FY 76 and FY 77 it seems reasonable to expect
Congress to'au~horize progressively lower grant aid
levels ..than.in: FY 75. Howt...ver, we expect that Congress ~iilJ. penni t -higher F~ ·s ·J,.evels as a trade-off
for th~-l6wer levels of grant ~fd in FY 76 and FY 77.
Aisuning th~t $75 oillicn grant ~id ahd ~52 nillion
FNS credit \'lill be provided in ·Fy 75, · $37 3 m1.llion
of tne.HOD-Plan will rer.1ain u.z;J.funded after FY 75.
The advantages to tnis option are:
It more clearly reflects congressional wishes
for an accelerated.end to grant assistance.

·-

,

It offers an early end to grant ~J~P as an
1.nducement for Congressional support fer
a planned phase-out .and for increased FMS
credit.
It provid~s-~or a large compensatory increase
in PHS whJ.ch the Koreans are wil.ling to accept.It allm·1s us to complete the Hodernization Program witnin the FY-17 timeframe in a manner
acceptable to the ROKG and consonant witri our
past assurances.
The disadvantages are:
There is no assurance that congress will accept
either the co~templated grant levels or the
steeply increased FMS requirements.
Tne ROKG may 1.nterpret the sharper grant reduction as evidence that the Administration is
moving away from its expressed support for the
Modernization Plan. Th1.s \'lill be true if the
projected FMS levels are not realized.
Congress may fur ~er lower the already reduced
grant aid level •..
Ootion 4.

Meet the ,:OK reauest for $~00 million
in FMS cr i i t c~r2~c FY 75-7/ a~d provide nln· ~~ lcv~_s ct 0r=n~ 21~ ::c
demonstra~e t~e

u.s.

co;.~~ltnen~.

•

." *

13·.rhis option has four co:r.sidE;!ratJ.ons:

(1) tne ROK would lik-" to receive $500 million
in t'HS Credit over the period .FY 75-77; (2) the ROK
economy is capable of supporting n-!S credit levels
of this magnitude; (J) the ROK expects reductions in
grant aid and it is consicerep c~likely that serious
consequences would result from such reduct-ions so
lcng as they are accompanJ.ed by assurances of continued G.S. supper~; and (4) the Congress might possibly be ::::;re res?cnsive to a proposal for a more
rap.1.d shift to F~~S credit. The table belmv shm,rs the.-.,
funding schecule for the period FY 75-17. This option
does not provide funds necessary for supply operations. Tne ROKG wou~d have to qupply these funds.
ILLUSTRJ..TIVE FU!::DIITG SC!:EDULE

Option 4
($ Hillions)

FY 76

FY 75·

FY 77

TOT!>-.L

.Grant AJ.d

25

10

10

45

FliJS

15

l. 7·5

250

500

100

185

260

545

'l'OTAL

o~

MUD Plan Shortfall as

end FY 74

Excess Over MOD Plan

500

45

This option presumes that procurement of 27
MOD Plan F-5Es which have been programmed and partially
funded in FY 75 would become a ROK responsibility.
The ROKs could be expected to react vigorously to
what they consider a u.s. reneging on its commitment.
This optJ.on has the following advantages:
-- This minimum level of grant ~~P is much
less likely to be challenged by Congress
~nasmuch as the very sharp decrease
presages an er-d to grant security assistance
for I<ore?t-.
'
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-14The significantly increased level of FMS
credit is within the capability of the
ROK \vhich has indirated a need for $500
million in FMS cre~it over the three years
ending in 1977.
·
Disadvantages are:
Congressional reaction to the sharply increasing level of E'1·!S \·rill be UI1favorable
-- even ant~gonistic -- in light of expressed Congressional wishes to decrease
all security assistance prograns.
The mini~un grant level req~ested wo~ld upset
the ROK.
Such a request would be interpreted
as an implied abandon~ent by U.S. AdLinistration of its support for the nocernization
program.
B.

Should a Termination Date be set for grant
military assistance?

As noted previously, the ROKG already expects
that grant military assistance for equipment will end
once the NOD Plan is-completed. Although it may be
in our interest to continue providing security
assistance to the ROK, the United States is under no
obligation to do so once the MOD Plan is completed.
However, the corr.pletion of the .HOD Plan does not mean
that all ROK modernization requirements are met.
A
joint U.S./ROK military ad hoc co~mittee on·Korean
'Force Hodernization recently completed a review of
ROK defense needs and developed a list of ROK modernization requirements whose total cost is approximately_
$1.9 billion. Of this amount about $550 million was
identified as required for cor.1pletion of the l10D
Plan~
It was understood that the remaining $1.35
billion \omuld cor:-.e from ROK resources, facilitated
by FMS cash and credit.
Once the HOD Plan ~s cot!!pleted, the major justification for continuing grant aid will be the effect
that such assistance woulc have in demonstratina the
u.s. supFort and the influence such a program provides
'-SECRE'P .

•'
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-- low levels of grant a1d will be insignificant when
cor.tpared '\'lith the large arr.c:.unts of F!!S Credit and Cash
sales that are expected. :: c~·;ever, it r.t~j' be in u.s.
interests to provide aid f .;.;r training and funding of
some minor program require~ents.
OPtion 1.

Continue providir.g a lew level of
grant aid ior sene ~inor inves~~ent
programs.

This level l-!Culct be relatively insignificant in
terms of total ROK purchases but it would continue to
demonstrate the U.S. interest in ROK security and provide some !'leasure of leverage on military rr.atters.
Tnere ~·ill be no post !·lOD Plan ecopo~i c requirement
for grant aid, nowever, and the Cc::1g::-ess might tvell
consider it inappropriate to continue provi ding grant
aid. This option would also provide for training
programs.
Option 2.

Termination grant aid except for
training.

Under this option the United States would continue to provide grant aid for training, but would
terminate grant aid for investment. The ROK security assistance program would be similar to the program for the Republic of China. This option would
provide a vehicle for continued U.s ·. influence with
all levels of the ROK military.

c.

.

.

What Types and Numbers of High Performance
Aircraft Should Be in the Korean Force ~Iodern1zat1on Program?

Predicated on the continued presence of one wing
(72 UE) of USAF F-4s in Korea, NSD!-! 227 reaffirmed a HOD
Plan goal of 10 squadrons of high performance aircraft
(1 F-4.0 and 9 F-SA/E squadrons).
~.dditionally, NSD~1 227
accepted the Korean Force Requirements Study, which
included a recommendation that in order to be selfsufficient against a North Korean threat (i.e., without
requiring USAF tactical air support), the ROKAF. requires
an addi~ional 90 F-SEs tS squadrons) or the equivalent.
SECRE'f

,
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-16However, NSD!·l 227 directed that before high performance
aircraft beyond replace~ent aircraft in the original
modernization plan are fu~ded, a complete review of
the threat and air defen!"~ requirements should be
undertaken and recommendations submitted to the President.
Recently it \·:as decided to sell to the ROK the
18 US F-4D aircraft currently bailed to them. The
• ROK will be asked to pay $43.2 r1 for the aircraft
(which will be credited tm...·ard l\~OD Plan completion) , .
and will be asked to make other concessions.
If the
sale is cons~mated and progra~ned F-SF.s are funded
in FY 75, the ROK.t"\.F \..rill have one more tactical fighter
squadron than was anticipated in the HOD Plan.
There is aeneral acree~ent that a reouirement
exists for aedi.tional high performance aircraft for the
ROK particularly if they are t ·o approach self-sufficiency. Ho\otever, as NSDH 227 noted, before additional high performance aircraft for the ROK are funded, the th~eat should be reviewed and Presidential
approval obtained. Further, the type and. numbers of
high performance aircraft for the ~0~~ should be
determined after dialogue with the ROKG in the nornal
course of events. At the Seventh Security Consultative
Meeting it was urged that the ROK/U.S. staffs continue
to examine the requirements for overall ROK air defense.
This question is no\.; under study. Therefore, it is
considered prenature to formulate types and nurr~ers
of high performance aircraft for the future ROKAF
inventory now.

D. What Modification, if any, should be made
to the HOD Plan?
At this time no modifications to the MOD Plan are
recommended other than those funding changes discussed
in III.A., above. The U.S./ROK Hilitary Ad Hoc Committee monitoring ROK force modernization, have generally agreed to the modernization requirenents. The
only . two notable areas of disagreement concern ROK air
defense and include the nu~~ers and types of high
performance aircraft (discussed in III.C., above),
and the requirements for ground based air defense
systems. The latter disagreenent arises from the u.s.
recol':'.mendation that the P..Or< convert all 12 of its Ha\ork
...., SECRET
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Batteries to the improved version (at a cost of about
$75 M), whereas, the ROK iflitially desired to retain
the basic Hm-lk system. 1m agreement '~·as reached un.der
which the ROK will convert 4 forwar~ firing batteries.
The disagreement over the number of Hawk
batteries which should be converted will not be
.resolved until an investigation of total ROK air
defense requirements is completed. The U.S./ROK
re-evaluation of ROK air defense requirements,
no\'1 under"t-7ay, \'las prompted by:
( 1) the Eouse
report accompanying the FY 75 ~!ilitary Appropriations Bill \<Thich reco!!'.menced tr~nsfer of all u.s.
air defense assets in Korea to the ROK, and {2) a
recent Secretary of Defense decision calling for
negotiation of the transfer to the ROK of the six
U.s. Nike Hercules batteries in Kor,~.a.
It is, therefore, recor~er.dcd that no additional
modif~cations to t :1e :-:or:> Pla:-1 i rn-::::.e.ctinc:
. on P.OK air
defense be made at this time •
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TAGS:
MARR, MASS, KS, US
SUBJECT:
SALE Of F-4D AIRCRAFT TO ROK
JOINT STATE/DEFENSE MESSAGE
1· THE USG HAS DECIDED TO AGREE TO ROKG REQUEST TO SELL
THEM THE BAILED f-4D SQUADRON ON AN FtlS CASH BASIS. IN
INFORMING THE ROKG Of THIS DECISION YOU SHOULD MAKE IT
CLEAR T~AT THIS HAS BEEN A DIFFICULT DECISION FOR US
FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
.

· "-

B·

DOMESTICALLY, WE WILL P~OBlELY BE UNDER CONGRESSIONAL
Pi:ESSU i~ E FOR SELLH~G THESE PLANE WHEN USAF IS ALREADY SHORT
OF fiGHTER AIRCRAfT. HO~EVER, USG DECISION TO SELL BAILED
S'UAbRC~ OF 18 F-4D AIRC~AfT HAS BEEN MADE BECAUSE OF OUR
fESIPC TC HELP ROKG TO IMPROVE KOREAN DEFENSE CAPABILITIES
M:D ut:C:.USE OF INCREASif.JG f'!AP STRI! IGENCIES ·
FYI. ~!E IiHEtJD
TO CH ARGE THE $43·2 MILLIO~ f ~ ~ S ~ LE AGAIH~T 7HE MOD PLAN
~1.25 biLLION NOA CEILING·
EN~ FYI·
2•

BELIEVE THE ROKG SHOULD P.lSO RECOGt!IZE THAT THEY COULD
CETAIN THE EQUIVALENT AIR tEFENSE CAPABILITY ~ITHIN T•IE

II
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A· THIS DECISION WILL HAVE ADVERSE EFFECT ON USAF ASSETS.
THE USAF "ALREADY HAS A DEFICIT OF OVER 100 AIRCRAFT OF THIS
TYPE AND THIS SALE WILL ADD TO THIS ALREADY SERIOUS
SITUATION.
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ll:EAR "tERM L!HICI.I·. Tl:lE F-4D SQUAD~C~J PROVIDES OECAUSE
~ELINERY LCAD TIMES FOR ADVA~CED ~IRCRAFT ARE AT LEAST
two TO THREE · YEAR~- FURTHER~ AUY SIMILAR . CAPABILITY
~J.E., TO · F-4J~SJ ~CQ~IRED AT TOD~~!S PRICES WOULD COST
rtORE 7l-lt.N TUICE ·· THE PROPOSED PURCHASE PRICE {I.E., f-4E' S
• • £XCL11t!r!G AGE MW -SPARES}. -~I E PROP..OSE TO OFFER THE F.:..4D' S
70 I·: N:G AT ' A COST OF $2.4 l'l!LLIOi-.J 'EACH {EXCLUDii~G AGE AND
·srAf\i::$}.
t~I.IS . PRICE IS BASED ON .F.OLLOWir\G:

.

. .

:

.a. [atH. REPLACEMENT F- 4E AIRCRAFT WHOSE EXPECTED LIFE IS
"J.8 n:~t.S COSTS THE USAF $5.3 tliLLION {EXCLUDING AGE AND
SPM~~-.
THE LIFE SPAN OF THE F-:4~ IS ALSO ESTIMATED TO
££ 1£!--;iEARS AND THUS THE BAILED 1,\IRCP.t.FT COULD BE EXPECTED
7() ££~UPPO~TED AND USED FOR ArJ ADDITIONAL NitJE YEARS·
'B~

t•

·'

TH£ BAILtiEHT MOU PLACES REP~ACEt1ENT COSTS AT $1.7
t!It.t:l~l·
THAT COST CAN STILL BE COtJSIDERED VALID SINCE
"ii;.flqJON COULD OfFSf:T t:t::PRECIATIOf~ Sir~ CE THE tlC·U WDJT INTO
£f"f"£~
HOUE\'ER ~ THE. ··usAF HAS SPE~JT $700 ,COO PER AIRCRAFT
-nl [L~"SS IV AND V MODIFIC.'\TIONS IN ORDER TC> KEEP THE
-A'IR{:RAFT UP TO USAF STANDARDS·
AS NOTED ABOVE~ SPARES AND
.AGE t.m: ~!OT INCLUDED IN TH£ $2 • 4 MILLIOt·J PRICE AND
./iCQUI.SI"iiOr~
Of THOSE ITEi1S COVERED 6~' THE BAILMENT WILL
...
-HAV.£ -~ bE t\EGOTIATED SEPARATEL'(.
WE CONSIDER THE $2.4
·mt.LIOlJ PfUCE TO BE Firm.-

-·

~
FOR ITS PART ~E WOULD EXPECT THE ROKG TO VIEW
:"SY11PA THETICft.LL Y TrJE PROGLEr1 ASSOCIATED WITH THE RETURN. OF
~JJE 3h F-5A'S AND ASSOCIATED AGE AND SPARES.
THE FY 75
VIETNJ;tl AID PROGRAM IS IN c-DIFFICUL T STRAITS AND WE MUST
S£EK . . L LEGITiiiATE MEANS TO MAXIi1IZE THE EFFECTIVE LEVEL
- Of AI··
ASSUMPTION BY THE ROKG OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
COSTS "ASSOCIATED WITH THE REHABILITATION AND RETURN Of THE
f-5A'S AND THE REPLACEMENT OF ASSOCI AT ED AGE AND SPARES
APPEARS TO BE A REAS6NAGLE CONCESSI(:;' ON THEIR PART IN
. VIEW OF OUR DECISIOi~ o;J THE F-4D'S. r··ou A.RE AWARE :'!- Of
COURS,, THAT THE FY ;7-5 !lAP PROGRMi SE:fORC CONGRESS IS
ltL··Dif.·fiCU 1_ TV AND/IT f1AY BE ,. USEFUL i .O f1AKE P.OKG AWARE-AT
THIS THiE THAT/- UNCERTA:!: r.: p~ OSPECTS :=oR FY (5 AID . LEVELS,
INCLU#.If~G F-:,5£ AIRCRAfT, IdfL IEf·!CE 5:.,:.. { fAVORAB:...E
CONSIH:RATI'ON Of THEIR F-4D Rt..QUES T . t

•

..J

SHOULD RO~G EXPRESS I~TEi "ST IN PURCHASE OF F-4E'S
SHOULD
EE
!.)tJC::C7 7fY ..\ ~i.fESE::':'Jt:·JT f~EVJ;Z'~ o:: u. ~'. POLIC,v' COi!CC&?fii-;G
1

1·

~n.J /.!.!:L7IO:; T.O PURCHASE OF ::;. ILED SQU/, 1/ RCi;J- YOU
~~F}'I i;ti IP.£i; THAT ~EC:VSIC:! ;~E ,UC~~ PL!Ryti.'\SE l'v:.J.LD
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s. WE. LEhVE ro · ~~GA~SY/COMUSK DISC~ETION HOW AND AT WHAT
LtVEL to iNF~RM
ROK~ Of .FOREGOING .·USG DECISION.
.
r .

. ., .

b· AFTER NE~oiiAyioNS HAVE BEEN CO~SUMMATE~, WE
... ANTICIPATE ·PR. OVIDir~,G A LEiTER fROf1 DE.PSECDEF. CLEMENTS FO.R
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)ECLINING, KOREANS WILL BE INCREASINGLY

INDEPENDENT IN THEIR PROCUREMENT DECISIOUS. FOR OUR PART~
IN PAST S!X ~0NTHS WE HAVE MADE PARTICULAR EFFORT TO BE

fORTHCOMING ON MAJOR £QUIPMSNT D£C!SIO~S REGARD:~~ KOREA.
AS ROKG !S A2ARE, OUR DECIS!0~ TO ALLO~ PURCHASE OF f4)
SQUADRON UAS A PARTICULARLY DIFfiCULT ON£. IN R~~?ON:£ TO
KOR£A~ REQUIREMENTS, W£ ALSO ~ER£ ABLE TO MAKE S£~AnA7E
~t:CISION AUTI-!ORIZii·lG HARPOOi\ fOR KOREA.
W£: ARE ilv:~ :t~
PROCE~~ OF ASSESSING PRO,UCTION SCHEDULE TO S£E W~~THER !T
?OSS:?~E 70 EX 0 EJITE DELIVERY SCH~DULE TO MEE7 SECCNJ
t:ti!E:RAI!Nl ?S;'i;1 DELIVERY SCHEDULE.
!.:JE AR:.: ~:..,~0 ?:\EPAR:::D
70 GIV::: SE~IOUS CONS!D£RATI~N TO KOREAN R:.:~UES7 FOR

PENDING DOD AIRCRAFT R~aUIRE~~~TS STUDY
LAST STAGES. UE ARE, AND HOPE TO CO~T!NU~~
P~OV!~ING SU3STANTIAL LEVELS Of ASSISTANCE.

ADD!TIO~AL FE~SE'S,
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· 2. OVERALL, IT IS OUR VIEW THAT WE HAVE INDEED 8EEN
RESPONSIVE TO KOR~AN NEEDS, 80TH ON TH~SE MAJOR ITEMS AND
ON 7H~ LARGE NUMBER OF LESSER FMS AND COMMERCIAL CA~~S
WHICH HAVE 9t:EN APPROVED· GIVEN THE APPARt:r'JT Di\Cf.::G~OUia
TO EXOCET AN) SUBMARINE DEALS, IT IS OUR IMPRESSION THAT
KOREAN CHA~GES OF DELAY ARE NOT JUSTIFIED BY OUR
PSRFORMA~CE AND APPEAR A RED HERRING TO OBSCURE OTHER
CONSIDERATIONS WHICH WENT INTO ROKG DECISIONS·

...
'

0

I

3· WE HAVE NO DESIRE TO DICTATE TO ROKG HOW IT COMMITS
ITS OW~ FUNDS· THIS IS IN FINAL ANALYSIS THEIR OWN
.
DECISION· AT SAME TIME, WE SEE NO JUSTIFICATION ~o~ ROKG
ACT!ON I~ £NTERIHG INTO LARGE SCALE COMMERICIAL PROCUREME~T OF QUESTIONABLE MILITARY EQUIPMENT FROM THinD
COUNTRY SOU~CES AT A TIME WHEN WE ARE STILL PROVID!~G
MAJOR ASSISTANCE. DESPITE MAJOR DIFFICULTIES WE HAVE
HAD WITH CON~~ESS ON MAP IN GEiJERAL, AND KOP.E:A DJ PA;\T!CULAR, 8£ STIL~ E:XPECT iHAi FY 75 LEVELS {FMS PLUS MA?}
~!LL 3E SIG~!F!CANT.
HOWEVER, KOREAN DECISION TO GO
AHEAD ~ITH P~OCUREMENT OF THESE THIRD COU~TRY SYSTEnS
WILL I~EVITA3LY CALL INTO QUESTION THE JUS7!FICAT!O~ FOR
GRANT ASSIST A~JCE LEVELS WE ARE SEE!~ING LM~ RAISE S~~!OUS
CO~GRESSIO~A L )IFFICULTIES·
WE WILL N~E ABLE TO .
DEFEND SiiUATION IN WHICH USG PROVIDES LARGE SUMS OF
ASSISTANCE fOR MUTUALLY AGREED UPON PROCUREM£~T ITEMS,
WHILE ROKG THEN USES ITS OWN fUNDS TO SHOP AROUND fO~
ITEMS WHICH IT MAY WISH TO PROCURE FOR A VARIETY OF
REASONS, IiJCLUDING NON-MILii ARY CONSID£RATIO~JS ·
!f.

lt

OUR CONCERNS ARt AMPLIFJ:t.:D BY FACT THAT WE AND ROK

HAVE ESTA3LISHED ELABORATE CONSULTATIVE

ARRANGEM~NTS

AD HOC MILITARY SUBCOMMITTEE TO SET MIL!TARY
?R!OR=TISS· FURTHER, AT LAST SCM, MND SUH WENT TO GREAT
LENGTHS IN ASSURING US OF ROK INTENTIONS REGARDING u.s.
PROCURrM~Ni AND ?RIOR CONSULTATION.
IN EXOC£T CASE WE .
HAVE NEV~R RECEIVED CONVINCING MILITARY RATIONALE AN~ IT
IS OU~·IM?RSSS!O~ THAT DECISION TO GO AHSAD IS MOT!VATSD
~SSENTIALLY 3Y POLITICAL AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS.
IN
CAS£ ~F BRITISH SUaMARINES, IT APPEARS SUCH PROCUREMENT
WAS NOT [V~N DISCUSS~D WITH US 3EFORE DEC!SION MAD:.
THIS RAiSES QUESTIO~S AS TO SERIOUSNESS OF THE ~OK
APPROACH 70 OUR PASJ MILITARY CO~SULTATIONS ON REQU!RE~ENT
PRIORITIES.
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S. YOU SHOULD DISCUSS THE ABOVE CONSIDERATIONS AT
WHATEVER LEVEL OF ROKG YOU FEEL APPROPRIATE· IN ~A~ING
ABOVE ?OINTS YOU MAY ALSO NOT£ THAT WE ARE REVIEW:~G
HAR?OON SCHEDULE AND MAY BE AOLE TO DO

BETTE~
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FORM DS 322A{OCR}
&tCii!~T

D~L!VERY T!~ES.

I
W~

3

WILL HAV~ fiRM R~ADING ON THI~ :~

MID-FS2RUARY AN) UILL GIVE ROK REQUIREMENTS TH~ HIGHEST
~OS~ISLE CONSIDERATION.
YOU SHOULD ALSO AGAI~ POINT OUT
MAJOR EfFORTS WE HAVE MADE ON OTH~R PROCUREME~T
D~C!SIONS.
.
b. AS APPROPRIATE YOU SHOULD ALSO EXPLAIN THAT 8E REMAIN
FULLY COMM!TTED TO THE SECURITY OF THE ROK. PR~S!JENT
FORD DUiU:,JG HIS ~lOVEt"i8ER VISIT PERSOiU·,LL Y REAFFI;-~r:ED OUR
CLOSE SECURITY TIES TO ASSURE THERE IS NO MISREADI~G OF
OUR INTENTIONS. WE ARE ALSO DETERMINED TO JO ALL- WE CAN
TO C0M?LE7E THE MODERNIZATION PROGRAM. GIVEN THE CONTEXT
OF OUR CLOSE SECURITY RELATIONSHIP, WE HO?E THE ROKG WOULD
~OT MOVE IN A DIR~CT!ON WH!CH COULD CAUSE SERIOUS
PR09LE~S FOR 80TH U~Of US.
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PLEASE 'ALSO SEND ATTACHED CABLE TO:
INFO
I

ROUTINE

CINCPAC
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THANK YOU.
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